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PLATE I
NORTH

CENTRAL PART OF GREAT NEBULA IN AND!ZOMEDA. PHOTOGRAPHED BY G. W. RITCHEY,
YERKES OBSEIZVATORY. TWO-FOOT REFLECTO!{.
Enlarged ; ••6 time,
from original negativl::.

ON THE MODERN REFLECTING TELESCOPE, AND THE MAKING AND TEST.
ING OF OPTICAL MIRRORS.
By G. W.

RrrCHEY.

INTRODUCTION.

present paper describes the methods employed by the writer in the optical
laboratOl'y of the Yerkes Observatory in making and testing spherical, plane, paraboloidal, and (con vex) hyperboloidal minors. On account of the very great importance of supporting mirrors properly in their cells when in use in the telescope, a
chapter is devoted to the description of an efficient support system for large mirrors.
Intimately related to this, and equally important, is the subject of the mounting--:-tbe
mechanical parts-of a modem reflecting telescope; accordingly, the final chapter
is devoted to a consideration of this subject.
THE

CHAPTER I.
DISKS OF GLASS FOR OPTICAL MIRRORS.

I

. No greater mistake could be made than to assume that cheap and poorly
annealed disks of glass, 01' those with large striro or pouring marks, are good enough
for mirrors of reflecting telescopes. While I am not prepared to say that optical
glass of the :finest quality must be used for mirrors in ordel' to secure the best
attainable results, it is evident that a very high degree of homogeneity and freedom
fr0111 sti'ain is necessary in order tbat the figme of mirrors shall not be injuriously
affected by changes of temperature, If it were not necessary to consider the question of cost, I should advise the use of the :finest optical (crown) glass always, in
order to be as fl'ee as })ossible fl'om risk; usually considerations of cost would, in
the case of large mirrors, make it necessary to choose between such an optical disk
of a given size and a somewhat larger one or the kind furnished by the St. Gobain
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Company, for example. The diagonal plane minor of a Newtonian, and the convex
mirror of a Cassegrain reflectol', should always be made of the best optical glass,
since the expense for thr.se is comparat,ively slight.
The writer has used many disks made at the celebrated glass·wol'1\:s of St.
Gobain, near Paris, of sizes from 8 inches in diameter and It inches thick, to
the great one shown in the plates accompanying this article, which is 5 feet in
diameter and 8 inches thick, and which weigh::; a tOll. All or these dii:lks ale
beautifully free from bubbles aiH} large strioo, and are fail'1y well annealed, considering their great thickness. It is a most encoUl'flging fact that the quality of
the 5·foot disk is not inferior in any respect to tbnt of disks of 8, 12, 20, 24, and
30 inches diameter which I have used. The makers of the 5-foot disk have recentlyexpressed their readiness to undel'take £01' us It 10·foot llisk, one foot thick,
which they think could now be made as perfect in all respects as the 5-foot disk.
In ordering these disks it is always specified. that great care be given to thorough
stirring and thorough annealing. I have no doubt that in the case of very large
and thick disks the makers could be prevailed upon to gi \'e even greater care to
these points than is now given .
.A very important point is in regard to the best thickness of optical mirrors.
As a result of experience in making and. llsing many mirrors of 24 and 30 incheA
diameteJ', in which the thickness of the several disks varies from one·twelfth to
one·sixth of the diameter, I have no doubt that the thicker disks are always prefer.
able, provided that they are as homogeneous and well·annealed as the thinner ones.
The thinner minors suffer much greater temporary change or curvature from the
very slight heat generated dUl'ing the process of polishing; and they are undoubt.
edly more liable to suffer temporary disturbance of figure from changes of tern.
peratUl'e when in use in the telescope. In the cases of the large paraboloidal mirror
a coelostat 01' heliostat, which
of a reflecting telescope, and the large plane mirror
should always be supported at the back to prevent flexure, the thickness should. not
be less than one.eighth or one·seventh of the diameter; in the vvriter's opinion the
latter ratio leaves nothing to be desired. In the cases of the small diagonal plane
mirror and the small com-ex mirror, vvhich cannot easily be supported at the back,
the thickness should be not less than one-sixth of the diameter.
All mirrors should be polished (not figUl'ed) and silvered on the back as well
as on the face, in order that both sides shall be similarly affected by tt~mperature
changes when in use in the telescope; for the same reason the method of snpporting
the large mirror at. the back, in its cell, should be such that the back is as fully
exposed to the ail' as possible.

or

CHAPrr'ER II.
THE OPTICAL LABORATORY OF THE YERKES OBSERVATORY.

A LARGE, well-lighted room, 70 feet long by 20 feet witle, in the north
basement of the Obsenatory, was clesigned for the optical laboratory. The floor,
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which is neal'1y on a level wit.h the gl'Olllld outside, is of cement and is heavily
painted. The walls are of brick, are about two feet thick, and are covered with
two layers of henvy ceiling papel' ltITanged so as to give two tight one-inch air·
spaces for constant.tempel'ature purposes. All joints of the paper are lapped and
are nailed down with strips of wood. The ceiling of the room is heavily varnished.
The large room is divided into three rooms connected by large doors; these
doors are so arranged that the entire length of the large room and of a wide hall
opening from it, making an apartment 165 feet long, can be utilized for testing.
The east and middle rooms of the t.hree are used for grinding and polishing. The
large windows of these rooms are fitted with storm sash on the inside; these are built
in permanently and aI'e made air.tight by means of ceiling paper. The west room
contains the motol' which supplies power to the grinding and polishing machines in
the inner rooms; power is tm,nsmitted by a long shaft which runs the entire length
of the rooms; this shaft is built in air.tight (to pl'event dust) beneath the long
work-bench which l'UUS along one side of the rooms.
With these arrangements tempel'ature, moisture, and freedom from dust can be
controlled in the grinding and polishing rooms with all necessary refinement. In other
respects, however, three great improvements could be made in planning an ideal optical shop; two of these relate to the comfort and health of the optician. First, the
rooms should be arranged so that direct sunlight could be admitted to them during
all parts of the optical work in which this would not be injurious to the work itself.
Second, provision should be made for supplying to the rooms an -abundance of
fresh air, of a definite temperature, and washed free frol11 dust. Third, for constant·
temperature purposes, walls and partitions covered with a heavy layer of asbestos
plaster (commercially termed Asbestic) would be preferable, on account of the
superiority of the insulating and fire-proofing qualities of this material, to those of
ceiling paper with air.spaces.
-

CHAPTER III.
GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINES.

TIlE grinding and polishing machines used by the writer are somewhat similar
in principle to Dr. Draper's machine, sho.wn in Fig. 25 of his book, but are more
elaborate. I shall describe here the machine used in making the 5·foot mirror,
both because it embodies most of the essential features of a-grinding and polishing
machine, and also because it is the only one of my machines of which I have a
series of photographs for illustration. A good idea of this machine may be gained.
from the views of it shown in Plates II, III, IV, and VI.
The massive tnrntable upon which the glass rests consists of a vertical shaft
or axis five inches in diameter, carrying at its upper end a very heavy triangular
casting, upon which, in tum, is supported the circular plate upon which the glass
lies. This plate is of cast.iron, weighs 1,800 pounds, is 61 inches in diameter,
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is heavily ribbed on its lower surface, and is connected to its supporting triangle
by means of three large leveling screws. The surfaee of the large plate was
turned and then ground approximately :flat; two thicknesses of Brllssels carpet are
laid upon this, and the glass, with its lower surface previously gl'Ound flat, rests
upon the innumerable springs formed by the looped threads of the carpet. No
bettel' support for a glass during grinding and polishing could be desired.
Three adjustable iron arcs at the edge of the glass serve fOl' centering the
latter upon the turntable, and prevent it from slipping laterally.
The entire turntable, with the heavy frame of wood and metal which supports
it, can be turned through 90° about a horizontal axis, thus enabling the optician
to turn the glass quickly from the horizontal position which it occupies during
grinding and. polishing, to a vertical position for testing. This is shown in Plate II.
The turntable is slowly rotated on its vertical axis by means of the large pul.
ley below (Plate III). This rotation is effeeted by means of belting from the main
vertical crank-shaft on the east end of the machine; this shaft is well shown at the
left in Plate IV. At the upper end of this shaft is the large crank, with adjustable
throw or stroke, which moves the large and strong main arm to which the grinding
and polishing tools are connected, and by means of which they are moved about upon
the glass. This I shall always refer to as the main arm. It is a square tube of
oak wood, and is strong enough to carry the counterpoising lever shown in Plate IV,
and the weight of any of the grinding tools, when fully or partially counterpoised.
This main arm also carries the system of pulleys and belts by which the slow rota.
tion of the gl'inding and polishing tools is rigorously eontrolled; these, and. the
manner in which this rotation is effected, are well shown in Plate IV.
The west end of the main arm consists of a strong steel shaft which slides in
a massive bronze swivel.bearing which corresponds to the" elliptical hole in the
oak block p" of Dr. Draper's machine (see his Fig. 25). But this bearing is not
stationary as in Draper's machine; it is not only mounted on a long slide (which I
shall refer to throughout this article as the transverse slide), so that it can be
slowly moved for several feet across the west end of the machine by means of a
long screw, but this bearing and slide are carried upon a secondary strong arm,
which is moved by a secondary crank at the southwest comer of the machine.
D nfortunately there is no photograph which shows this pal't of the machine as it
appeal'S when in use; Plates II and III show the secondary crank well, but the secon.
dary al'm is shown swung around with one end resting on a bracket on the wall, in
order to have it out of the way.
The arrangement of the west end of the maehine is the result of experience
with several machines, aud is fonnel extremely serviceable and convenient. The
long transverse slide on the secondary al'm allows the grinding and polishing tools
to be placed so as to act on any desired zone of the glass, from the center to the
edge; and this setting can be changed as desired while the machine is l'unning.
The secondary erank, which turns at the same speed as the large one which drives
the main arm, enables the optician to change as desired the width of the (approxi.
mately) elliptical stroke or path of the tool with reference to the length of this
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stl'oke; this change is especially desirable .when figuring the glass; it is, of course,
impossible wLJen only Olle dl'iving,cl'ank is lIsed.
I regard the tranilvel'se slide, or something equivalent to it, as absolutely neces·
sary to the success of a grinding and polishing machine; it will be noticed that its
purpose corresponds, in some measure, to that of the long slot in tbe main al'm of
Draper's machine; I l;ave used both anangements and have found the transverse
slide to be fal' mOl'e effective awl convenient in lise; its use will be described in
the chapters on grinding and polishing.
The secondal'Y crunk, while very desimble and convenient, for the reason given
above, is not indispensable; 1 have used several smaller machines which have given
good results without it.
The manner in which the grinding and polishing tools al'e connected to the
main arm is shown in Plate IV. A vertical shaft, Ii inches ill diameter and 24
inches long, both rotates and slides (vertically) freely in bronze bearings attached to
the maiu arm. The grinding and polishing tools are connected to the lower end of
this shaft througll the medium of a large universal couJ:.lling,-'-a gimball or Hooke's
joint,-with two pairs of hOl'izontal pivots at right angles to each other; this allows
the tools to rock freely in all directions in order to follow the curvature of the glass.
The tools are lifted, for counterpoising them, by the level' above (see Plate IV),
through the medium of the vertical shaft and the universal coupling. In the case
of very massi \7e grinding tools of moderate size, like that shown in this illustration,
the universal coupling is connected dil'ectly to the back of the tool; but in the
case of all large tools which are to be used for fine work this connection is made
thl'ough the medium of a system of bars and triangles, so that the tools are counter·
poised without the slightest danger of changing their shape. A small coupling with
ball beal'ings at the upper end of the vel,tical shaft allows the latter to rotate Treely
with reference to the link which connects it to the counterpoise level'.
To recapitulate briefly: this method of connecting the grinding and polishing
tools allows them to be controlled in all of the following ways simultaneously:
(1) the stroke of the tool is given by the motion of the main arm; (2) the slow
rotation of the tool is rigorously controlled by the belting above; (3) the tool is
allowed to rock 01' tip freely by means of the univel'sal cuupling, in ordel' that it
may follow the curvature of the glass; (4) the tool rises and. falls freely by means
of the sliding of the It-inch vertical shaft in its bearings, in ol'der that it may fol·
low the curvature of the glass; (5) the tool is counterpoised by means of the lever
on the main arlll, through the medium of the same vertical shaft and univel'sal
coupling,
In Plate III is shown the large level' by which the 5·foot glass, which weighs
a ton, is lifted un and off the luachine, and by means of wbich,also, the large grind.
ing tools are handled. Oue of the full·size grinding tools, weighing 1,000 pounds,
is Rhown suspended by the lever, Tbe al'l'i.tugeweuts are so convenient that the
optician alone can do all pal'ts of the work.
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CHAPTER IV.
G R I N DIN G TOO L S.
WHILE grinding tools of glass were used in much of my earlier work, and are
still used for small work, I now use cast·iron grinding tools fOl' all large work
These are cast very heavy, with ribs on the back; the ribs are made heavy, but not
deep (or high). For large work iron tools are cheaper than glass ones; they are
more easily prepared; they are more easily and safely counterpoised, which is
always necessary in the fine·grinding of ]at'ge work; and they produce on the glass
a fine.ground surface fully as smooth and perfect as can be obtained with glass tools,
An important question is in regard to the size of grinding tools,-whether they
should be of the same diameter as the mirror. For rninors up to 24 01' 30 inches
in diameter full-size tools are generally used. For concave mirrors larger than 30
inches in diameter I use grinding tools whose diameter is slightly more than half
that of the glass, i. e., a 16·inch tool for a30·inch glass; a 32·inch tool for a 60·inch
glass. These I shall refer to as half·size tools. Full·size tools are, of course, much
more expensive and difficult to make; they are many times heavier than half·size
tools of equal stiffnesf:'l; and they requil'e a much stronger grinding machine to
counterpoise. them propel'ly; gl'inding can be done with them, however, more
quickly than with the smaller tools, Half·sizetools are economical and are quickly
prepared; they are easily counterpoised; and a much greater variety of stroke can
be used with them, so that with a well·designed grinding machine I have found it
easier to proJ uce fine.ground surfaces, entirely free from zones, with half·size than
with full·size tools. If temperature conditions and uniform rotation of the glass
are carefully attended. to, the surface of revolution pl'oduced by the smaller tools is
fully as perfect as that given by the larger ones; I always take the pl'ecaution,
however, to work a full·size approximately flat tool on the glass before beginning
to excavate the concave, so as to start out with a surface of revolution.
Grinding tools for concave and convex mil'rors are always made in pairs, one
concave, the oth.er convex. Grinding tools fol' plane mirrors are made in triplicate,
These iron tools, when being cast, are." poured" face down, so that the faces will
be clean. I shall describe the preparation of a pair of it'on tools for a concave
minol', leaving the description of tools for plane mirrors until the making of plane
mirrors is discussed. The convex and concave tools are turned in a lathe to the
proper cun'ature as shown by templets. The convex tool, which is, of course, to
be used on the conca1le glass, is now placed on a planing machine, and has a sedes
of grooves cut across the convex surface. These grooves are nsually t inch wide,
and run in two directions at right angles to each other; these didde the surface into
squares, which are usually made about one inch on a side. These grooves sel've to
distribute the grinding materi;tll1nifol'll1ly, and entirely obviate the tendency of the
tools to cling to the glass in fine·gt·inding. No gl'ooves are cut in the concave
tool. A number of holes are now boreel through both toolf:'l, in such positions that
wooden cups orfl1nne]s can be inserted in to the holes from the back or ribbed side
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of the tool, without interfering with the ribs; these eups sel've for the introduction
of the grinding materi:d dming tlw pl'ocess of grinding; they should be thoroughly
\'am ish ed,
The com'ex and conwl'e tools are now ground together on the machine, with
nile grades of caJ'borundum (which is llJlleh more effeet,il'e fOl' this purpose than
emery) and wateJ'. This eliminates tIle ciJ'cular maJ'ks left by the latbe, and
enables the optician to sec me the exaet CUITatUJ'8 desiJ'ell A l'el')' important point
is that by gJ'inding with the cuncave tool on top, the radii of elll'vatUl'e of both
tools ean be gradually shol'tened; when the convex tool is llsed on top the curva·
ture of both is gmc1ually flattened. By this means, and the use of very fine wades
of carborund lim, a must perfect can trol of the eUlTature of the tools may be had.
The curvatUl'e of the tools and of the glass is measured by means of a larae
b
spherometer; this is shown in Plate v, resting upon a 12·ineh glass grinding tool.
The spherometer is of the usual three-leg for111; the legs terminate in knife.edges,
tbe lines of which are parts of tbe cireumfel'ence of a lO·inch ci,'cle. The central
screw is very carefully made; it was ground in its long nut (which was made adjust.
able for tigbtness) with very fine grades of emery such as are used in optical work;
screw" and nut were then smoothed and polished by working them togethel' with
rouge and oil. The screw is of lmilJimetel' pitch, and the head, which is 4 inches
in diameter, is gl'aduated to 400 di\"isions. On fine.gl'ouud smfaees settings can
be mflde to one·half or one,third of a division, cOITesponding to a depth of 41rinru 01'
6"olrlo of an inch, approximately.
'-"

t

CHAPTER. V.
POLISHING TOOLS.

experience vvith polishing tools of various kinds, the tools ~'hich I now
use exeJl1sively for large work consist, of a wooden disk or basis constructed in a
peculial' manner, and covered on one side with squares of rosin faced with a thin
la.-rer of beeswax. The wooden disk may be replaced, in the case of small polish.
ing tools up to ] 2 or 15 inches diametel', by a ribbed cast·il'Ol1 plate so designed as
to be extremely light and rigid; the bases of largel' tool" may be made of cast
aluminum, but this, in order to be strong and rigid, must contain 15 %01' more of
other metals; such a basis for a 30-inch polishing tool weighs about sixty pounds,
and t.he rough casting alone costs abont fifty dollar::!. It is possible that a metal
basis possesses an ad van tage over a wooden one in that its sUl'face is less yielding.
Tools properly constructed of wood, howev81', al'e light and extl'emely rigid, are
easily made, and are economical in cost. As their proper construction is a mat.ter
of the utmost. importanee, I shall deseribe, somewhat in detail, the method of
makiug wooden base~ of from 15 to 40 inches diameter.
A lnrge number of strips of dry and straight.grained pine wooc11t inehpf4 wid ..
and "l"6" inch thick are prepared; the \\'ooden basis is built up of successive layers
AFTETI
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of these strips. The strips ill all layers except the two outer ones are laid just!
of an inch apart. Those of each layer are placed at right angles to those of the
next layer below, and are glued and nailed down with long wire brads. The best
cabinet·maker's glue is used, and the strips are warmed before the glue is applied.
Each crossing of the strips in the successive layers (i. e., each of the I!-inch squares),
is nailed with at least two nails. The upper surface of each layer is carefully
planed fiat before the next layer of strips is applied. For a 20·inch tool six layers
of pine strips (each 16 inch thick) are used; for a 24-inch tool, seven layers; for a
36·iuch tool, ten layers. Next, one layer of thoroughly seasoned strips of hard
straight-grained eherry wood about t inch thick and slightly less than I! inches
wide is added, to form the ou tel' layer at the back of the tool; these strips are laid
almost touching each other. In the case of tools fOl' flat mirrors, a precisely similal'
layer of cherry strips is added to form the outer layer at the front or face of the
tool. But in the case of t.ools for concave or convex mirrors the strips composing
the front layer must be made thicker, to allow for the curvature of the face of the
tool. If this curvature is great, the cherr;y'strips fOl'ming the front layer are made
of double width (i. e., slightly less than 3 inches wide), in order that the width of
their bases shall be greater as compared with their thickness; this is usually done
when the depth of the curve is greater than t inch. The gluing and nailing of
the outer layers of stl'ips are done with the greatest thoroughnesR, foUl' of the long
fine nails being driven through into each of the squares of pine wood beneath.
For tools less than 20 inches in diameter thinner strips and a lal'ger number of
layers are used. The ent.ire thickness of the wooden disk or basis built up in this
way should be between one·tenth and one.eighth of its diameter.
This wooden basis is next placed in a large lathe, the edge is tUl'l1ed smooth
and to the propel' diallleter, and the face is tll)'l)ed to fit the curvatUl'e ,of the glul:ll:l
to be polished.
A round pan of galvanized iron large enough to contain the wooden disk having been prepared, enough hard paraffin is melted in it so that the disk can be
soaked in the liquid paraffin; the lattel' must not be hotter than 150 0 Fahrenheit,
otherwise the strength of the glue.joints will be iujl.lred. It is best to melt the
paraffin on a gas or gasoline stove, so that the degree of heat can be easily controlled.
'fhe tool should soak for several hoUl's, being moved continually and tUl'lled over
often. Since the constl'Llction of the wooden basis is such that a great number of
openings extend entirely through it, the melted paraffin permeates the entire tool
thoroughly. rfhe wooden tool prepared in this way is lighter than any metal tool
of the same degree of stiffness, and is entirely illl pervious to the moistme which is
necessary in the polishing room. The question of lightness is a most important
one, as will be seen when the work of polishing is described later.
The front or face of the wooden basis is now lightly scraped with a wide,
sharp ehisel, to remove any excess of paraffin, and is then marked off for Ii·inch
squares of rosin, with grooves :I. inch wide between them; the grooves should come
exactly above the i-inch spaces left between the pine strips beneath.
The preparation of the rosin squares is usually a vel'y troublesome matter, but
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becomes easy when the following directions are observed. A clean, flat board,
having an area about twice that of the polishing tool, is prepared. One face of
this is covered ""ith clean paper. Long strips of wood t inch sq\lare are fastened
upon the paper by means of fine brads; these strips are placed just It inches apart,
aud the ends of the grooves thus formed (grooves tt inches wide, t inch deep,
aud of any convenient length) are closed with strips of wood. The board is now
carefully leveled. The rosin, when melted and softened to the proper degree, is to
be poured into these grooves, which serve as moulds.
A quantity of rosin sufficient to fill all of the gl'ooves is melted in a clean pan.
Even when only a small quantity is needed it is best to melt at least ten pounds
of I'osin, since the entire process of" tempering" and pouring is more easily and satisfactorily carried on with large quantities than with small. Only lumps of cleal',
clean rosin should be used. A gas 01' gasoline stove is very convenient for melting
the rosin, since the degree of heat can be easily controlled. When the rosin is
melted the pan is removed from the stove and a quantity of turpentine, equal in
weight to about ~o of the rosin used, is added, and the mass thoroughly stirred.
A tablespoonful or the liquid is now dipped out and immersed fOl' several minutes
in a bucket of water at the temperature or the polishing room, which should be
about 68° Fahrenheit. The spoonful of rosin is now taken out, and its hardness tried
with the thumb-nail. If the rosin is brittle at the thin edges it is still too hard, and
a little more turpentine must be added; if, however, it is soft like wax or gum, it is
too soft, in which case the pan of rosin must be hardened by boiling for a few minutes; this drives off the excess of turpentine. When the rosin is of the proper hard.
ness an indentation about t inch long can be made in it by model'ate pressure,of the
thumb-nail for five seconds. When the proper degree of hardness has been ob·
tained it is often necessary to heat the pan of rosin again so that it will not be too
thick to pass readily through the strainer; this is a long, narrow bag of cheese·
cloth through which the rosin is strained as it is being poured into the grooves or
moulds previously described. Ii such heating is necessary it must be done gently
and without boiling; otherwise the rosin will be hardened. Enough is poured
into each groove to just fill it.
After being poured, the rosin should cool for six or eight hours. Then the
nails which held the quarter.inch strips of wood to the board below are removed,
and the layer of rosin, wooden strips, and paper is carefully lifted from the board,
when the paper is easily stl'ipped from the rosin, to which it does not adhel'e
closely. With care the thin strips of wood can now be removed, one after the
other, and the long strips of rosin, 11- inches wide and -! inch thick, are secured
without chipping or breaking. These are now readily cut into squares with a
hot knife.
The squares are attached to the previously marked wooden basis by quickly
'tvarming one face of each squflre ovel' a flame and then rl'eRRing it gently agl-l.inRt
the tool with the fingers. The tool is now ready for rough,pl'essing.
1.'hree strong eyes are screwed into the back of the tool, and it is suspended,
face down (by means of wires connected to the ceiling of the room), so as to hang
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about two feet above the flame of a gas or gasoline stove. The tool can now be
swung about so that the rosin squares are warmed unifolomly. When the squares
are slightly soft and very slightly warm, b1.d not hot, to the touch, the tool is
placed upon the previously gl'Ound glass which is to be polished, the glass having
just previously been thoroughly \ret with distilled water so that the rosin will not
stick to it. Slight pressure may be exerted to assist in pressing the rosin surface
to fit the glass. The tool will have to be slightly warmed and pl'essed several times
before good con tact is secured all ovel" I al ways prefer to " rough.press" the rosin
tools on all iron grinding tool having the same form as the glass, if a sufficiently large
one is available; but the precaution is always taken to cover the iron tool with
clean wet paper.
The rosin squares will have spread somewhat irreguhu'ly dUl'ing the roughpl'essing; so the'surface is marked with a straight-edge and knife, and the edges of
the squares aloe trimmed so that the gl'ooves between them are stl'aight and of uni·
form width. This trimming is best done with a sharp knife, held so as to make an
angle of about 60° with the surface of the tool, and dmwn quickly toward the
workman.
The rosin squal'es are now ready for coating with wax. A pound of best beeswax is melted iu a large clean Cll p and is very carefully strained through several
thicknesses of cheese·cloth into a similar clean cup. A brush is made by tying sev·
eral thicknesses of cheese-cloth al'ound the end of a thin blade of wood Ii inches wide.
Each rosin square is now coated with a thin layer of wax, by a single stroke of the
brush; the wax should be very hot, otherwise the layet· will be too thick.
The tool is now ready for "cold.pressing" 01' "fine-pressing," a matter of the
most vital impol·tance, which will be more properly described latel', in connection
with the work of polishing the glass.
The work of making a lal'ge concave mirrol' will now be described in detail.

CHAPTER VI.
ROUGH-GRINDING THE FACE AND BACK OF A ROUGH DISK. OF GLASS, AND
MAKING THE SAME PARALLEL.

rough disk of glass is placed upon the carpeted tlll'lltable, and a long
strip of thin oilcloth is dmwn around its edge; the uppet· edge of the oilcloth is
secnrely fastened to the glass by means of a strong cord, find the junction between
oilcloth and glass is made water-tight by means of water.proof adhesive tape. The
oilcloth strip is wide enough to hang several inches below the edge of the iron
plate on 'which the glass rests, so that the circular trough of galvnnized il'on, which
can be seen ill Plates IV anel VI, catcheR all of the emery and water which are
washed over the edges of the glass during gl'inding; this circular trough is stationary, has two holes in its bottom above the buckets, which can be seen in the plates,
THE
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Rnd is kept scmped clean by two scrapers which reach down into it from the
revolving tUl'lltable. Se\Teral important results are thus secmed: the carpet cushion
under the glass is kept dry; the entire machine is kept perfectly free from the
dripping of the grinding matel'ial; and all of the latter material is caught in
buckets and is used again and again in the latel' and finel' grinding.
The large ilTeglllarities of surface of large rough disks are usually gl'ound
away with coat'se emery and a heavy, flat, half·size iron tool without grooves, the
surface of which is rounded up considerably at the edge, so that the tool may rise
easily over obstrllcting irregularities without breaking them. The grinding machine
is set so tLat the half·size tool moves over the glass well out to one side of the lat·
tel'; the rotation of the turntable of course brings all paJ'ts of the glass in succession
under the tool; if the setting of the machine is such that the half·size tool passes
in much beyond the center or the glass at every stt'olee, the surface of the latter will
become conca\'e.
'Vheu the marked il'l'egulal'ities of smface al'e ground avvay, the full·size, :flat,
grooved iron tool is put on. A tool of this kind is almost indispensable in making
a mirror. Emery and water are supplied through the cups at the back of the tool,
and the glass is quickly ground. approximately flat, The glass is now turned ovel',
and the other side is gl'ol1l1d in a precisely similar manner.
The thickness of the glass is now tried, all around, by means of calipers. The
approximately :flat surfaces will probably be found to be far from parallel. If this
is the case, the thick side may be ground down as follows: The belt which drives
the turntable is loosened, until it will just rotate the latter, and a brake is arranged
so that the workman can stop the rotation of the turntable at any desired point by
pressing on the brake with his foot. A flat, half·size grooved tool is put 011, and
set so as to work far out to one side of the glass. A medium grade of emery (No.
70) is used, and the machine started. As the thick side of the glass, which has
been marked, comes beneath the moving tool, the turntable is slowed down or
stopped, so that a great excess of grinding is done on the thick side at each revolu·
tion. By distributing the grinding carefully, and trying the thickness often with
the calipers, the upper surface is easily made parallel to the lower one. When this
is done the full·size tool is again used for a short time. The glass is then ready for
edge.grinding.

CHAPTER VII.
GRINDING EDGE OF GLASS.-ROUNDING OF CORNERS.

IN order that an efficient edge.support, which will be describec11ater, may be
given to the glass, it is desil'able that the edge of the lattet' be gl'ound truly circular and square with the face. The manner in which this is accomplished is shown
in rlate VI. The glass lies upon three large 1)10cks 01 wooll, which hold it several
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inches above the surface of the cir'culal' il'on plate. Thin oilcloth is armnged
about the blocks and over the il'on plate, to keep them dl'y. A smooth, flat, iron
face-lJlate is Ilwuntetl (so as to l'otate ill a vertical plane) on a heavy lathe head·
stock; the latter is cal'l'ied upon a strong slide which can be moved toward the
glass by means of a fine pushing.screw. The lathe and face.plate are dri ven at a
high rate of speed by means of a belt. In the case of the 5·foot glass the face·
plate used was 24 inches in diameter and made 1,000 revolutions pel' minute. For
a 24·inch glass, 3! inches thick, a face.plate 11 inches in diameter, making 1,800
revolutions pel' minute, is used. A frame of wood, covered with oilcloth, is built
around the face.plate, so that tIle grinding materials will not be thrown about the
room. The glass rotates slowly with the turntable, as usual. Emery and water,
or sand and water, are heaped upon the horizontal surface of the glass, and al'e
slowly scraped toward and over the edge, so as to come between the revolving face·
plate and the glass; a small jet of cold water, brought from the hydl'ftnt by means
of a rubber tube, greatly assists in the uniform feeding of the emery, andalso in
preventing tbe generation of heat. But there is in reality no dangel' of heating, for
the revol ving face.plate never actually touche8 the glass. As the irregularities of the
edge are ground away tbe face.plate is gradually moved forward by means of
the slide and pushing.screw.
If the edge of tbe rough disk be very irregular, as is usually the case, the SUI'·
face of the iron face.plate will have a circular groove worn in it, by the time the
rougb.grinding of the edge is done; in tbis case tbe face.plate should be turned flat
and true again, and smoothed on a flat iron grinding.tool, before tbe edge of the glass
is fine·ground. Several fine grades of emery are now prepared by tbe process of
washing to be described later, and the edge-grinding is finisbed by the use, in suc·
cession, of three such grades of emery as flom, three·minute wasbed, and ten-minute
wasbed. Oare sbould be taken througbout the process that tbe edge of the glass
is ground square with the face; any error in tbis respect can be COl'l'ected by slightly
raising or lowering the outer eud of the slide which supports the lathe head·stock.
Edge-grinding is accomplished vel'y quickly in the manner described. The
edge of a 24·incb disk four inches thick, even when very rough and il'l'egular, has
been ground and smootbed in ten hours of actual grinding. Despite the great
speed of the rotating face· plate, I have never had any cbipping of the glass or
accident of any kind occur.
Before beginning the fine.grinding of tbe face and back it is well to round the
corners at the edge of tbe glass. This is done by means of a smooth flat strip of'
sbeet·brass of the size and shape of a large flat file; this is worked over the corners
of the glass by band, while the disk rotates slowly, emery and wateI' being nsed fol'
cutting. A" quarter.round" cornel' is usually made. Finer and finer grades of
emery are used for smoothing the fluarter.rou ncl. This rounding and smoothing
are very necessary, as pcu-ticles of glass from a sharp or rough edge are liable to be
ell-awn in upon the surface by the action of the grinding tool during fine.grinding,
The wooden blocks are now removed and the glass replacedllpon the carpeted
turntable.
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OHAPTER VIII.
FINE-GRINDING AND POLISHING THE BACK OF THE MIRROR.

discussing the work of fine-gl'inding I shall describe bliefly the making
of the fiue gl'ades of emery. I never buy finer grades than "flour." The latter
grade is used with the lnll-size flat grooved tool to gi ve a moderately fine surface
to the glass after the rough-grinding predously described has made the front and
back approximately flat and parallel. The residue of emery, fine ground glass, and
water, resulting fl'om the gl'inding with floul' emery, is caught in buckets, as pre·
viously described. This residue is mixed with an abundance of water, in (for a
large mirror) three or foul' clean granite·ware buckets, which are marked A. The
contents of these buckets are thoroughly stilTed, and are allowed to settIe for two
minutes; during this time all coarse particles will have settled to the bottom, and
" two·minute" emery and finer gmdes remain in suspension in the water. The
liquid is now quickly siphoned off, by means of a rubber tube, into other clean
granite-ware buckets mal'ked B, from which the handles have been removed. The
contents of the latter are allowed. to settle for four minutes, when the greater part
of the liquid in each is carefully poured back into the buckets A. The contents of
the latter buckets are reserved. The sediment remaining in the buckets B is the
"two-minute" washed emery, with which the fine.grinding 01 the back is begun.
After the grinding with this grade is finished, the residue from this grinding is
mixed with what was reserved in the buckets A, the whole is stirred again and
allowed to settle lor five minutes, the liquid is siphoned off, and thus" five-minute
washed" emery is secured. In a similar manner emeries which have remained in
suspension in water for 12, 30, 60, 120, and 240 minutes are secured. In this way
the large quantities of the finer grades which are necessary lor large work can be
secured as the work progl'esses. If accumulations of residues from pre\rious work
are available, some time will be saved by washing out all of the fine grades desired
before the fine-grinding is begun.
Plane and concave mirrors are finislJed approximately flat on the back, as this
fOl'111 is most convenient for the application of the support-system. Fine·grinding
of the back is usually done with the full.size, flat grooved tool, as this works
rapidly. In this part of the work, in which the greatest refinement is not neces·
sary, it is my custom to use the nne grades of emery (when these have all been
prepared in ad vance) in succession, without stopping the machine or taking off the
tool between grades for the purpose of cleaning the tool and the glass. The emery
and water are supplied through the wooden cups at the back of the tool.
For a 24-inch mirror and its full-size tool, strokes varying from 6 to 8 inches
in length are used with the 2., 5., and 12-minute washed emeries; shorter strokes,
frol11 4 to 6 inches in length, are used with the finer grades. Considerable lateral
displacement of the tool, amounting at the greatest to 2 01' 2~ inches on the glass, is
given at short intervals, by means of tho transverse slide. On au average 20 double
strokes pel' minute are given in fine·grinding a 24-inch mirror with full-size tool.
Between 7 and 8 double strokes occur for each revolution of the glass and turntable.
BEFORE
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With regard to counterpoising the tools during fine-grinding, the following
statements may be made: My full-size iron tools for a 24·inch mirror weigh about
150 pounds, or t pound for each squal'e inch of al'ea. This weight, or even t
pound to the square inch, is not objectionable with emeries down to i)-minute or
10-minute washed; but when this weight is allowed with finer emeries, scmtches
al'e liable to occur; indeed, with 30·minute washed and all finer gl'ades they are
almost certain to OCClll'. The pl'essure on the glass is therefore decreased, by countel'poising the tool, to approximately t pound to the square inch for 12- to 20·minute '
emeries, i pound per square inch for 30- to eO·minute emeries, and about -{"2' pound
per square inch for 120- and 240·rninute emeries, This J'ule' is followed, approximately, in all fine-grinding, wn,ether if back or face. This obviates, to a great
extent, the danger of scratches in grinding, provided that thorongh cleanliness is
practiced in the preparation and use of the fine elllel'ies. The apparatus by which
the counterpoising is effected has already been described (page 5).
In fine-grinding a 24·inch glass, the 2·minute and 5·minnte emeries are used for
three-quarters of an hour each; the 12- and 30-minute emeries for one )1OUl' each,
and the 60·, 120-, and 240·minute emeries for one and one-half hours each. The ...
fine-ground surface resulting is so exquisitely smooth that it takes a full polish very
. readily.
The back of the glass is now ready to be polished. This is done with a halfsize or two-thirds size polishing tool, which is moved about on the glass by the
action of the machine precisely as a half·size gl·inding.tool would be. Opticalrouge
and distilled water are used, instead of emery and water. The work of polishing
will be described in detail later, in connection with the work of finishing the face
of the glass.
It is an excellent plan to fine.grind and polish the front surface of a disk
also, approximately :flat, as has been described for the back; the optician is then
able to examine carefully the internal structure of the disk. Usually there is no
choice as to which side shall be used for the face of the mirror, but this can readily
be determined when both sides are polished. Plate VII shows the 5·foot disk with
. both sides gl'ound and polished in this manner.

CHAPTER IX,
GRINDING THE CONCAVE SURFACE,

As before stated, it is my practice to use full-size grinding tools for concave
minors up to 24 or 30 inches in diameter. FOl'larger concave mirrors half·size tools
are generally used. I shall first describe the grinding of a 24-inch concave.
The glass must be carefully centered by meaus of the three adjustable arcs
attached to the supporting plate; these arcs must not· be screwed tightly against
the glass, lest the latter be strained; several thicknesses of he~wy dmwing paper
are used between arcs and gla8s.

FIVE-FOOT MIRROR AND GRINDING MACHINE.
METHOD OF GRINDING EDGE OF GLASS.
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The glass must also be carefully levelled (by means of the three large adjusting
screws of the turntable) so that its upper surface is accmately at right angles to
the axis of rotation; this is determined by rotating the turntable, and trying the
surface with a sUl'face-gauge. The band of thin oilcloth is securely bound around
the edge of the glass, to keep the polished back and the cllshion clean and dry.
The excavation of the concave is begun with model'ately coarse emery (if the
concave is to be quite deep) and a lead tool; this is a lead disk about 10 inches in
diameter and It 01' 2 inches thick; it is easily turned in a lathe to the proper
curvature; it is used on ·and neal,the centel' of the glass until a depression of
approximately the desired curvature (as determined by the spherometer) and of 12
or 13 inches diameter is pl'odnced. A heavy iron tool about 13 inches in diameter,
which has been turned and ground to the propel' cllrvature, is now put 011 with
about No. 90 emery. By giving careful attention to the length of stroke, and to
the position of the tool on the glass as determined by the setting of the transverse
slide, and by frequent trials of the curvature of the excavation with the sphel'ometer, the diameter of the excavation is gradually increased, while its OU1'Vatu1'e is
continually kept vely neal' that which is desired fOl' the finished mil'i'or; this keeps
the iron tool of proper curvature also.
The stroke used in this work should vary from 6 to 10 inches in length. As
the size of the excavation increases, the setting of the tmnsverse slide is contin ually
changed so that the tool acts farther and farther to one side of the center of the
glass; otherwise the radius of curvature will be shortened, When the diameter of
the excavation has increased to abont 22 inches, flour emery is substituted for the
No. 90, and the grinding is continued as before. Care is now taken to make the
curvature read exactly right with the spherometer. When the excavation becomes
about 23 inches in diameter, the I3-inch tool is taken off, and the full.size, convex,
grooved iron tool is put on; this has previously been fine-ground to the proper
curvature on the corresponding concave tool. With this tool and washed flour
emery the diameter of the concave on the glass is increased to 23-~ 01' 231- inches.
'£he fine-grinding or smoothing of the concave is now done with the full·size
tool. The same grades of emery, the same lengths and speed of stroke, and the same
rules in regard to counterpoising are. used as have already been described in the
case of fine-grinding the back· of the glass (page 13). The length of stroke is
changed every eight or ten minutes, and the lateral displacement of the tool (given
by means of the transverse slid e) is changed slightly at the end of every two or
three complete revolutions of the glass. The tool is taken off after each grade of
fine emery is used, and the tool and glass are carefully cleaned. With the assistance
of the counterpoise lever the removal of the tool is effected easily and safely, withont disconnecting it fl'om the main arm of the machine; this is well shown in Plate
IV, in which the grinding tool is shown hanging at one side of the glass.
The surface of the glass is examined with a microscope after each grade
of emery is used, to make sure that no pits from previous grades remain.
During all fine-grinding and machine-polishing a large sheet of heavy clean
paper or pasteboard is atta.ched to the maiu firm in such a way that no particles of
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dust from the belts which control the slow rotation of the tools can fall upon
the glass.
The process of grinding larger concave surfaces without the use of fun-size
tools is precisely similar to that described for a 24-inch mirror, up to the point of
substituting the 24-inch convex tool; from this point the grinding is carried on by
a continuation of the use of a half-size, convex grooved tool; this may be the same
iron tool which has heen used for enlarging the excavation. ·When the diameter
of the excavation approaches that of the glass, the tool should be tested with the
spherometer for curvature, and, if necessary, ground in its corresponding concave
iron tool until its cnrvature is uniform nnd of exactly the desired radius. The
grinding of the glass is then continued with washed flour emery until the edge of
the excavation is within t inch of the edge. Experience in the previous use of the
half·size tool, in enlarging the excavation and in keeping the CUI'vature of the glass
uniform and of the desired radius, will enable the optician to decide upon the various lengths of stroke and the various settings of the transverse slide necessary in
this grinding and in the finer grinding to follow.
In fine·grinding a 30-inch concave with a 16-inch tool, strokes vaJ'ying from 6
to 12 inches in length are used; for a 9-inch stroke the normal setting of the transverse slide (i. e., one which would tend neither to lengthen nor shorten the radius of
curvature of the glass) would be such that the outer edge of the tool overhangs the
glass about 3 inches in the forward stroke, while the inner edge of the tool passes
about one inch on the other side of the center of the glass on the retUl'n stroke.
Throughout the entire process of fine.grinding with the half·size tool the length
of stroke is changed once every eight or ten minutes; at the end of every two or
three revolutions of the glass the setting of the t.·ansverse slide is changed, a littlE;l
at a time, for a considerable distance on either side of the nOl'rnal setting; the setting of the slide can be changed without difficulty, while the machine is running, by
merely turning a hand-wheeL By these means the fOl'mation of zones or unequal
focal length can be entirely avoided.
The same grades of emery are used, and the same rules in regard to counterpoising observed, as with full-size tools. Notwithstanding the fact that the length
of stroke can be considerably greater than with full-size tools, each gl'ade of emery
must be used for a longer time, on account of the ~maller al'ea of the gl'inding surface. Glass and tool are thoroughly cleaned, and the sUl'face of the fOJ'mer examined, ttfter the use of each grade of emery, as before described.
Care must be taken during this work that the belts which rotate the turntable
are kept tight, so that no ilTegulal'ity in the rotation of the turntable with reference to that of the crank-shaft can OCCllI'. It is absolutely necessal'Y that all of the
fine work on large mirrors be doue ill rooms whel'e no sudden changes of temperature can occur, and that nothing be allowed which might affect the temperature of
the glass locally.
If the conca\'e miITor is intended for a pamboloiclal one, the fine.ground sl1l'face
should be sl)hel'ical, with its radius of cUI'vature 2 F
.

+ 4.?
~\ where F is the desired

focal length of the finished paraboloid and R is the semi·diameter of the mirror;
the reason for this is fully explained lateI'. I have nevel' attempted to parabolize
while fine.grinding; it is possible that it might be well to do this in the case of
very large mirrors of short focus, but my pl'actice has been to fine.grind and polish
to a spherical sUI'face, free frol11 zones, and then to pambolize by means of suitable
polishing tools.

CHAPTEH X.
POLISHING.

TIll!: pl'epamtioll of polishing tools has already been described. The polishing
l'Ouge which I use is of the quality which is used in large quantities commercially
in polishing plate.glass. I prefer the powdered form always. This grade of rouge
is not expensive (it costs about 30 cents per pound), but, like all rouge which
I have seen, it contains hard, sharp particles which may cause scratches. It must
therefore be thoroughly washed in the following mannel' :
In a clean, deep bowl 0 enough rouge is placed to fill it about one-third full ;
the bowl is then nearly filled with distilled water. The mass is vel'y thoroughly
stirred with a clean wooden paddle, and allowed to settle for about twenty minutes.
The watel' above the I'ouge will now be peJ'fectly clear; this water is siphoned off.
With a clean spoon the light and fine rouge constituting the uppel' one·third of the
precipitated mass is removed, and pl:wed in a second clean bowllJ. The ronge
remaining in (} may he again stirred up with an abundance of distilled water, find
allowed to settle as befol'e, the water siphoned off, and the upper one-fourth of the
precipitated rouge removed and placed in D. The heavier rouge which remains
in (} is about half of the original quantity taken; this is usually reserved, and,
after further washing, is used fOl' polillhing the backs of mirrors, and for similar
work. Only the contents of the bowl D aJ'e used for fine work, and these are stirred
up again and again with distilled watel' during the process of polishing, aUll only
the fine, soft cream which remains on the top of the mass of rouge, when it settles
each time, is used for polishing.
The thin cream of rouge and distilled water is applied to the glass by means of
a wide brush consisting of a thin paddle of wood witb clean cheese-cloth wrapped
and tied about one end. Brushes of the usual kind should not be IIsed.
By taking these precautionll, and by the nse of the wax surface on the rosin
squat'es, scratches in polishing can be entirely avoided. It is true that the very
light, fine rouge polishes more slowly than the heavier and coarser rouge, but an
exquisitely fine polished surface is produced on the glass by its I1se. The wax
sllrface also polishes more slowly than a bare rosin one, but it has the vel'y gt'eat
ad vantage that its action is more smooth and uniform than that of the rosin sl11'face ;
tile latter otten tends to cling to the glass, and this unequally in different pal'ts of
the stroke.
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The same question arises in regard to the size of polishing tools as in the case
of griuding tools,-whether they sLan be full·size 01' smaller. In the writer's opinion fine plane and spherical surfaces up to about 36 inches in diameter are best
polished with full·size tools, 'which are moved by hand, by the optician and one or
two assistants, lIpon the sUl'face of the slowly rotating glass. The npper parts of
the machine are, of course, remo\'ed during such polishing, which I shall call manual
polishing.
.
A 24·inch polishing tool, prepared as already described, with its wooden basis
2~- inches thick, weighs about 25 pounds; this is not heavy enough for the best ac·
tion in polishing; so about 50 %additional weight is put on ill the form of 12 J{)ad
blocks which are distributed uniformly and screwed to the back of the tool.
This gives a weight of about r)- pound for each square inch of area, which is found
to work well for all large tools. For tools 18 inches or less in diameter somewhat
gl'eater pressure per square inch of area may be used. A S6·inch tool, with wooden
basis 3t or 4 inches thick, weighs 75 01' 80 pounds, and needs no additional
weighting.
The work of polishing a 24-inch mirror with full·size tool will now be described.
Six strong knobs of oak wood are screwed to the back of the wooden basis, each
knob being at the center of weight of each sixty-degree sector of the tool. These
knobs serve for pushing, pulling, and lifting.
The polishing tool, which, with the glass, should have cooled over night after
the warm-pressing 'or rough-pressing previously described, is now to be cold.pressed.
Cold.pressing is absolu tely necessary in aU fine work on large optical surfaces.
In warm-pressing, both tool and glass are distorted by even slight warming, and
when they become cool a perfect :fit cannot be expected. The glass is carefully
wiped with cleancheese.cloth, and an abundance of very thin mixture of rouge
and water is spl'ead upon it. The tool is now placed UpOIl the glass and allowed
to lie for several hours, being moved about slightly every ten minutes to redistribute the rouge and water, and to prevent the latter from drying around the
edges. The pressing may be assisted at first by means of a 20· or SO-pound weight,
the pressnre' ot which must be distributed by some such means as three hal'S
laid upon the six knobs, and a triangle, carrying the weight, laid upon these. rfhe
final cold-pressing must be done by the weight of the tool alone. The tool is
taken off and examined occasionally; when it is sufficiently pressed the wax sur·
face appears uniformly smooth and bright. So perfect a :fit is secUl'ed in this way
that there is no dangel' of injUl'ing the form of the glass when polishing is begun.
This applies to all stages of polishing and figuring. A fresh snpply of rouge and
water is now spread upon the glass.
The stroke of the 24·inch polishing tool is easily given by the optician and one
assistant, who sit on opposite sides of the machine; the glass slowly rotates with
the turntable, making about 2 revolutions per minute. The knobs on the back
of the tool are held in the hands, and the stroke is given by alternately pusbing
and pulling; no vertical pressUI'e whatever should be given by tbe hands. In
addition, a considerable side·throw is always given, first to one side, tben to

FIVE-FOOT MIRROR WITH FRONT AND BACK. POLISHED APPROXIMATELY FLAT.
LOOKING THROUGH THE GLASS.
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the other; this greatly assists in preventing the formation of zones of unequal CUI'·
vatlll'e. Polishing may be begun with a stroke 6 inches in length, which of course
causes the tool to overhang the glass 3 in<.:hes at the ends of the stroke; between
20 and 25 double strokes pel' minute are given. The side-throw used with this
length of skoke is about 2 inches, i. e., the tool is made to overhang the glass
about 2 inches, first to the right, then to the left; the time occn pied in passing from
the extreme right to the extreme left is about what is required for 4 double strokes.
This stroke and side-throw are continued w~ile the glass makes exactly 2 revolu·
tions; the tool does not rotate with the glass, of course, while the stroke is being
given; the last stroke should end with the tool central upon the glass.
Tool and glass are now allowed to rotate together for of a complete revolution, and each optician then grasps the pair of knobs next to that which he held
before, so that the stl'oke is now given along a diameter of the tool 60° from that
last used; the length of stroke is now changed to 7 inches, and the side·throw
to 2t inches, and polishing is again carried on during exactly 2 revolutions of the
glass, Tool and glass are again allowed to rotate together for of a revolution, and
polishing during 2 revolutions is now done with a stroke of 8 inches and side·throw
of 3 inches. Dming the next periods of polishing, each of 2 revolutions of the
glass, the stroke and side-throw al'e gl'adually shol'tened until a stl'oke of 4 inches
or less is reached; then the length of stroke is increased again.
When polishing has been carried on during 6 or 8 periods of 2 revolutions
each, it will be found necessary to supply more rouge. The only entirely satisfac·
tory method of doing this, when a full·size polishing tool is used, is to remove the
tool from the mirl'Ol', and quickly spread the thin cream of rouge and water upon
the glass as uniformly as possible with the cheese·cloth brush. The removal of
the tool is effected by the two opticians cal'eful1y sliding it off the mirror, and lift·
ing at the same time. The tool should be allowed to remain off the glass for only
as short a time as possible, so that the form of the latter shall not be altered as a
result of a change of temperature of the surface, caused by evaporation. For this
and other reasons, such as the prevention of dust, the air in the polishing room
should be kept moist by keeping the floor well sprinkled.
When the tool is replaced on the mirror it is lifted by both opticians so that
only a very small part of its weight remains on the glass, and is lightly moved about,
for 30 seconds 01' more, to distribute the rouge and watel' thoroughly before polishing is continued. As before stated, the method just described is the only entirely
satisfactory one, known to the writer, of supplying rouge during the polishing with
a full-size tool. All methods of supplying rouge at the edge, 01' through holes in
the tool, are inadmissible when the greatest refinement of figm'e is required.
It is in order that they may be easily handled in the mannel' described that
full-size polishing tools should be~ made light. It would, of course, be possible to
devise mechanism by which tools of any size and weight could be sufficiently
counterpoised, could be moved about upon the glass, and could be removed from
the latter for the purpose of supplying rouge. 'fhe simple and economical method
which I have described, however, works well for mirrors up to 36 or 40 inches in
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diametel', For larger mirrors it is more economical, in the opinion of the writer, to
use half·size tools for obtaining a fnlly polished spher'ical surface, and the same and
smaHur tooli:l for pantLulizing. The method of using these will be described
later.
In genel'al, it is much easier to prevent the formation of zones, and to eliminftte
zones already pl'esent, with fnll-size polishing tools than with smaller ones. The
method of manual polishing just desCl'ibec1, in which the length of stroke and the
amount of side.throw are very frequently changed, tends to give a sphel'ical sUl'fact',
except for a zone around the edge of the mil'fol' one·half an inch or less in width;
this paJ't of the sUl'face will be of too great focal length, i.
will turn down 01'
back slightly, unless means are taken to prevent it. This tendency is most pro·
nounced when a long stJ'Oke is used to excess, 01' when the rosin squares are too
soft. It is entil'ely prevented by diminishing the. area of the rosin squares around
the edge of the tool, by trimming their edges to such a form as is shown in Fig, 4,
page 28. The exact amount of trimming required depends upon the length of
stroke, hardness of rosin, and temperature of polishing room, and thel'efore can be
exactly determined only by experience.
A 24·inch mirror which has been propel'ly fine.ground with emeries down
to 2·hour 01; 4·hour washe<l, is readily brought to a perfect polish with a full-size
tool in from 2 to 4 hOlll's of actual polishing. If several broad zones of diffel'ent
focal lengths have resulted from the fine.grinding, as frequently happens, these
zones can be gmdually eliminated by a continuation of the use of the full·size
polisher as above described.
Attention must be given to tbe rosin squares, which gradually press down so
that their edges must be trimmed to keep the grooves of their original width and
of uniform wid tho When the bare rosin begins to show at the corners or edges of
the faces of the squares, which will occur after 6 01' 8 hours' use of the tool,
a new coat of wax must be applied, and the tool must again be thol·ougblycold.
pl·essed. It must not be supposed, however, that cold.pressing is necessary only at
such times; in all fine wOI,k this pressing must be done whenever the tool has
remained off the glass for more than a few minutes; after hanging face down during
the night the tool is always cold,pl'essed fOl' about 2 hOlll's before polishing is begun
in the lllol'lling.
Polishing with half·size 01' smaller tools is best done with the machine, instead
of by manual work. These tools do not have to be removed from the glass in Ol'der
to renew the supply of /'ouge ; they al'e thel'efol'e connected to the machine and us~d
very mnch as halE·size grinding tools are used; in my work they are made of such
weight that they need not be counteJ'[>oised, Very large 01' unusually heavy polish.
ing tools of this kind can, of course, he easily count.erpoised when desired.
Gr'eat exper'ience, constant attention to very frequent ch:wging of the position
of the tool by means of the tmlls\'erse slide, and fl'equent testing of the fOl'm of the
mirTol' slll'face are necessary iu polishing with half·size or smaller tools, in ol'der t.o
preserve the lJUitOl'ffi CllrvatUl'e of the sUI'face. This is greatly facilitated by tdlll.
ffiing the rosin squaI'es at and near the edges of the tool, as in the case of full-size

e.,

tools, but to a gl'eatel' extent; the effect of the action of the edges of the tool
is thus softened 01' blended.
·When a half·size 01' sma]]el' tool has just been coated with wax, or is known
to be far fl'0111 the exact f01'1ll desil'ed, it is first cold-pl'essed in the usual way on the
center of the glass. But the final cold,pl'essing of such tools should be done as fol10\'vs: The entil'e smface of the glass is painted with rouge and water, and
the machine is set to give a "normal" stroke, i. e" one by which the tool is made
to cover the entire sUl'face or the minor as uniformly as possible (without an
excess of action on any zone) as the glass revolves; the machine is run extremely
slowly, and the setting of the transverse slide is changed often; after pressing the
tool fOl' an hour or two in this way, polishing 01' figuring is to be begull.

CHAPTER XI.
TESTING AND FIGURING SPHERICAL MIRRORS.
BEFORE describing the "vork of figuring concave mirrors, which is done with
polishing tools, it will be necessary to consider methods of testing. The principles
involved in testing concave mirrors at their center of CUl'vatUl'e by Foucault's
method have been thoroughly explained and illustrated by Dmper on pages 13-19
or his hook, and by Dr. COll1mon in his book On the Oonstruotion of a Five-Foot
Equatorial R~fleotin[J Telesoope. Foucault's Ol'iginal paper on this subject may be
found in Vol. V or the Annals (1 the Paris Obsel'vatory.
All mirrors, when being tested, are placed on edge, so that the axis of figUl'e
is nearly horizontal, large mirl'Ors being suspended in a wide, flexible steel band,
lined with soft pape)' 01' Brussels cal'pet; for glass min'ors larger than 30 inches in
. d ial1leter it is "el'Y desil'able to have the grinding and polishing machine so constl'l1cted that the glass can be tUl'lled down on edge ror testing, in the manner shown
on Plate If, without removing it from the machine. A 30·inch glass mirror 4
inches thick weighs about 260 pounds; mirrors larger than this are difficult
to handle without suitable mechanism.
A small, brilliant source of light, 01' " artificial star" may be produced by pIa.
cing in front of the flame or an oil lamp a thin metal plate in which a very small
pinhole has been bOI'ed. If the illuminated pinhole be placed about an inch to one
side of the principal axis of the mil'I'O)', and at a distallce from the mirror equal to
its l'adius of curvature, a refleeted image of the pinhole will be fOl'med on the
other side of the axis, and at the same distance from it and from the mirror as
the cOI'l'esponcling distances of the pillhole itself. If the slll'face of the mirror
is perfectly spherical, and if there are 110 atmospheric disturbances in the coul'se of
the rays, the reflected image, when examined with an eyepiece, will be found to be
a perfect repl'Odllction of the pinhole, with the addition or one 01' more diffl'action
rings around it, minute details of the edge of the pinhole appearing as exquisitely
sharp and distinct as when the pinhole itself is examined with an eyepiece. If the
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eyepiece be moved outside and inside of the focus, the expanded disk in both cases
appeal's perfectly round. Nothing can be more impressive than to see such a
reflected image produced by a fine spherical mirror having a radius of curva·
ture of 100 feet or more. Several such mirrors of 2 feet aperture have recently
been finished here.
The use of an eyepiece is interesting for such expel'iments as that just
described, and is important as a check upon the test with an opaque screen. The
latter test, however, which I shall call the knife·edge teRt, is used almost exclusively
for mirrors of all forms; it is far Illore serviceable than the eyepiece test in deter.
mining the nature and position of zonal irregularities, and is far more accurate in
determining the radius of curvature either of a mirror as a whole, or of any zones
of its surface.
If the eye be placed just behind the reflected image of the illuminated pinhole,
so that the entire reflected cone of light enters the pupil, the polished, unsilvered
mirror surfaco is seen as a brilliant disk of light. Let an opaque screen or knife.
edge be placed in the sallle plane through the axis as the pinhole, and be moved
across the reflected cone from the left, and just in front of the eye; if a dark shadow
is seen to advance across the mirror fl'om the left, the pinhole and knife.edge are
inside of the best focus, and must be moved together away from the mirror;
if, however, with the knife·edge still moved across from the left, the shadow
advances across the mirror from the right, pinhole and knife.edge are outside of the
focus and must be moved toward the inirror. By repeated trials a position is found
from which the shadow does not appear to advance from either side, but the mirror
smface darkens more or less uniformly all over: this is the position or plane of the
best focus, and it is with this position of the knife.edge that irregularities of the
surface, if any exist, are seen in most highly exaggerated relief; with this position of
the knife.edge, the mirror, if perfectly spherical, is seen to darken with absolute uni.
formityall over as the screen is moved across the focus, and the impression of a perfectly plane surface is giyen to the-eye.
If, however, the mirror is not perfectly spherical, but contains several zones of
slightly different radii of curvature, a very common case, these zones will appear as
protuberant or depressed rings on an otherwise plane surface. The reason for this
is evident; the light from some parts of such zones is cut off by the knife.edge
1)~fol'e, from other parts after, the illumination from the genel'al surface is cut off;
the surface is thel'efore seen in light and shade, i. e., in enol'lllollsly exaggerated
relief. The mirror must be regarded as being illuminated by light shining vel'Y
obliquely along the surface from the side opposite that from which the knife.edge
ndvances across the focus. 'fhe interpretation of lights and shades becomes easy
after a little expel'ience; not only is the character of a zone-wllethel'it is an ele.
vation or depression-readily seen, but its diameter and its width aI'e readily
d eterillined.
If the disk of glass is of sufficient thickness and of proper quality, and if
attention has been given to the uniform rotation of the tUl'ntable and to the pro.
tection of the glass from abnormal conditions of temperature during grinding and

polishing, all il'l'egularities of figul'e which occur are perfect zones or rings concen·
tric with the edge of the glass; that is, the surface is al ways a perfect surface
of revolution. If, however, these precautions have not been taken, or if the glass
has been improperly sUppol'ted during grinding and polishing, or if it has been cut
out of thick ?'olled plate.glass, so that it is weak in the direction of one diameter, an
astigmatic minor may be produced, in which the radius of curvature is slightly
different along two diameters at right angles to each other.
Astigmatism is easily recognized with eithel' the knife.edge 01' the eyepiece
test. l,et the plane of the apparent focus be determined with the knife·edge
advancing from the left, then from above, then from the right, then fl'om a number
.of directions between these three; if astigmatism exists the planes of the various
foci th us found wi 11 not coincide; and the directions of greatest and least cnrvature
of the surface are readily determined, When the eyepiece test is used, an astigmatic mirror does not give a sharp image even at the best focus; if the eyepiece be
moved outside and inside of this focus the expanded disk becomes elongated, and
is not uniformly illuminated; the direction of elongation outside is at right angles
to that inside, and the distribution of light in the expanded disk is entil'elydifferent
outside and inside of the focus.
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FIG. r.
ARRANGEMENT BY WHICH ARTIFICIAL STAR IS USED VERY CLOSE TO OPTICAL AXIS,

The general character of the tests having now been described, let us consider some important matters of detail which are necessary for the greatest refinement in testing an forms of mirrors.
By the use of a small lens and a diagonal prism, in the manner shown in Fig.
1, the lamp can be kept well out of the way, and the illuminated pinhole and its
reflected image brought very near to the axis of figUl'e of the min'or. This is of
much importance in testing mirl'ors of short focus or of great angular aperture, as
the danger of errors in testing due to working considerably out of the axis of figure is
avoided. As may be seen in the figUl'e the pinhole is now placed at the sUl'face of
the diagonal prism nearest to the mirror being tested. The arrangement should
be such that the cone of rays proceeding f!'Om the lem, is considerably larger than
"is needed to fill the concave mirror.
When being figured, mirrors are usually tested while unsilvered, since very
frequent tests are desirable. While the amount of light reflected from the polished
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unsilvered surface is surprisingly great, a much 1110re brilliant" artificial star" thaI
that gi ven by the oil lamp is required for the greatest refinement and aceurac~
'Vvith the kuifeoeJge test, especially in the cases of plane, paraboloidal, and hyper
boloidal mirrors, in which there are two reflections from the unsilverecl surface. I
might be supposed that a larger pin hole could be used, and thus a more brilliarr
illumination of the mirror surface secured; but a large pinhole allows an apparenl
diffusion of light over the mirror surface, which obliterates all the more delicatE
contrasts of illumination due to minute hregularities of surface. With feebl(
illumination of the surface the eye is entirely unable to detect slight contrasts
which with brilliant illumination become strong and unmistakable. When thl
knife-edge test is used with an extremely small pinhole of between "'2"°hr and oh
inch in diameter, illuminated by acetylene or (what is much better) oxy-hydl'ogell
or electric-arc light, minute zonal irregularities are strongly and brilliantly shown~
which are entirely invisible with large pinhole or insuft1cient illumination. With
the arrangement of lens and diagonal prism (Fig. 1) either of the sources of light
named can be used without difficulty; disturbances of the air from their lJeat
should be prevented by placing the light behind a partition with a window of thin
plate glass.
With the best conditions of apparatus just described, the degree of accuracy to
he attained with the knife-edge test is su)'prising. "With a mirror of 2 feet aperture
and 50 feet radius of curvature, the plane of the center of curvature can be easily
located to within Th" inch, and with care to within half of that amount. W"ith the
dimensions gi Yen, a change of Tto inch i 11 the ra<lius of cnrvatul'e cOlTesponds to
a ehange of 5 010 , 0inch
in the depth
of the curve of the mirror
sm,race. There can
00.
• •
•
be no doubt tbat zonaluTegulal'ltIes of surface of half of thIS amount are readily
recognized.
We are now ready to consider the finishing of a spherical mirror. As before
stated, a continuation of the use of the full-size polishing tool tends towal'd the
gl'adnal elimination of zonal ilTegn}arities, This work is often slow and laboriollf'l,
however', for when the mirror becomes nearly finished, so that any zones, when
seen "vith the knife-edge test, appeal' as extr'emely slight elevations or depressions,
the improvement becomes exceedingly slow. The work IIJay be facilitated by the
local use of very small polishing tools upon protuberant zones. These tools are
ufoiually from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, and consist of squares of rosin upon a basis
of brass; their faces are waxed and cold-pressed, and the squares around their
edges are tl"immed in order to soften or blend the action of the edges; small local
tools with theil' surfaces trimmed as shown in Fig. 13 (in which the shaded pnrts
rflf))'esent the !'Osin) fU'I~ excellent for the pUI'pose. These local tools are used as foJ·
lows: the positions and width of any protll berant zones lu'e carefully determined hy
the knife.edge test, and the glass is repbce<1 on the rotating turntable; statioll:lI'y
pointers are c1amp(~(1 to the machine, and overhang the glass so as to indicate the
exact positions of the 7,OIWR; the surfnce is painted all over with ),ouge and water,
and t)1C optician wOl'ks the small tools 011 the high zOlles hy hnnd ; the I'ubbing
is done on f~ach zone during Rcvf\ral revolutions of the gla"s, the length alHI direc°
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tinn of the stroke being changed after eacb complete revolution. Great care and
jllllgment must be used in this work, and the surface rnust be tested ver'y often,
otherwise a wide zone will usually give place to sevel'al narrow ones. After the
protuberant zones have been softened clown in this way the fnll-size polisher is
again used for finishing the surface.
A large and perfect spherical mirror is an indispensable part of the equipment
of an optical laboratory, liS it Ilff()J'(h! what is in my opinion the most satisfactory
metlns of testing large plane mirrors. On account of the ease of rigorously testing
a concave spherical surface, this is the fOl'ln wbich should be first attempted
by beginner's in optif'al work
CHAPTER XII.
GRINDING, FIGURING, AND TESTING PLANE MIRRORS,
THE making of large plane mirrors of fine figure is uSllally regnrded as much
more diffieu1t tlt,an that of large concave minors. The difficulty has been, in the
past, 1m'gely one of testing. With a satisfactory method of testing the large plane
surface a8 a wlwle, in Ii rigorous and direct manner, the pr'oblem is greatly simplified. So far as the writer is aware, no such test has hitherto been fully developed.
In Monthly Notice8, Vol. 48, p. 105, MI'. Common sugges~;R, vel'y briefly, the testing
of plane mirrors in combination with a finished spherical mil'r<)J', and gives a
diagram in illustmtion; but no details in regard to the method a,l'e given. This
method has been developed and used for many yeaJ's by the writer in testing plane
mirl'Ors up to 30 inches in diameter. When this test is used, the difficulty of mak·
ing a 24·inch plane mirror which shall not deviate fl'om lwrfect flatness by an
'amount grentel' than 5 0 o~o 0 0 inch is neither gt'eater nor les8 than that of making a
gootl sphel'ieal minor of 2 feet apertUl'e and 50 feet radills of curvature, when
it is required that the radius of cllrvntUl'e shall not differ fl'ol11 50 feet by It
quantity greater than Tto inch.
SPHERICA~

MIRROR

P~I\NE

FIG. 2.

MIRROR

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATl~G TESn!\G OF A PLAKE :\JIRROR,

A spherical mirror A (Fig. 2), which should not be smaller in diameter than
t.he plane mirror B to be tested, is figured with the utmost nCl'uracy, special care
being taken that 110 astignintism, however slight, exists in it. The mirror A
is silvered; B'is polished and llnsilvered. The mirrors may be set up as shown in
plan in Fig. 2, the distance em
rilf being eq\lal to the rndiuR of C11l'vattlJ'e of A ;
both minors hang on edge in steel bands as already described. The light proceeding

+
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the illuminated pinhole strikes B, is reflected to .A, thence back to
thence to a focus close beside the illuminated pinhole.
When using the knife.edge test the optician sees the mirror B brilliantly iI'
minated, and in elliptical outline, the horizontal diameter appeal'iug foreshorten
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knife.edge t~st the sllI'face of B is seen in relief, as a whole; any zonal errors appe
enormously exaggerated, and their character and position are readily determinE:
just as when a spherical mirror is tested at its centel'· of cUl'vatl1l'e; these zon
el'l'ors, of course, appeal' elliptical, on account of their foreshortening; their effect
doubled in intensity on account of the two reflections from B (assuming that t·
illumination is as brilliant as the eye requires).
The test, as already described, is all that is necessal'y for the detection and lo(
tion of zonal enol's. But something more is necessary in or<1el' to detect genel
eurvature, i, e" convexity or concavity, in B. I,et us assume that the mil'l'or, wh,
fine-gl'ound and polished, is so nearly flat that no Clll'vature can be detected with
Brown aml Sharpe steel straight-edge of the finest quality; and for convenience
descl'iption let us also assume that the surface is free from zonal errors. Let tl
knife-edge be moved across the reflected cone from the left i a focal point is four
at which the right and left sides of the mirror darken simultaneously; this foc
point we will can / l' No w let the knife-edge be moved across the cone fro
above, instead of from the left; a focal point will be found at which the upper ar
lower parts of the mirror darken simultaneously; this focal point we will call j
It is only when the mlr'l'or B is a perfect plane that/I and/2 coincide with ea<
other and with the pointf (see figure). If B is slightly convex'/t andf2 are or
side of / (i. e., farther from the mirror than/) and /1 is outside of f2' If B
slightly concave both /1 andf2 are inside off, and!t is inside of /2' In practic
the exact position of / is noi found (except incidentally when the plane mirror
finished), for this would involve the vel'y accurate meaSllrement of the large di
tance em
mf The determination of the positions of/I andf2 with reference·
each other is all that is needed.
That/I andl2 do not coincide when B is convex 01' concave is due to the fa.
that the curvationof B is apparently inCl'eased or exaggel'atel~ in the dil'ection I
the horizontal diameter of the minor, on account of its fOl'eshortening in this dire
tion, as seen fromj~' while the curvatul'e in the direction of its vertical diameter
not thus exnggerated. The effect is precisely as if the spherical mirror A were asti,
matic, theplu'ts of the sUl'face adjacent to the horizontal diameter having a differel
I'adins of cunatUl'e from those adjacent to the vertical diameter. This effect is E
marked that an extremely small deviation of B from a tl'Ue plane can be detectEH
For example, if A and if al'e each two feet in diameter, the radius of CUl'vatme (
A being fifty feet as before, and if the angle ,,,hieh the line fm subtends with tb
sllI'face of B is 45", a de\'intion from a true plane of ;J;r-J;oou ineh in the surface (
B is readily deteeted. If the angle of: the mil'l'ol' B be changed to 30°, as show
in Fig, 3, the accuracy of the test-for genel'Ul elllTatul'e is about doubled; the 1n.th
position, howe rei', is not usually so convenient for detel'lnilliug the positions of zon:

+
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error8; for the greatest refinement, therefore, the stand on which A and B are sup·
ported is so designed that the positions of the I1liI'l'ors can be quickly changed so as
to give the greatest accUI'acy in each pal't of the test.
SPHE'RICI\L

MIRROR

-------J-...",..,...,-=-=::;-='O-::=:-:-::-:.,::::=.==----------------.,rd--J!j,ffJI!liP'
-------------------- ------------

\fU.UM1NATEO

---

PIN HOl.E

--- ----------

_

PIJINE:MIRROR

FIG. 3.

DIAGRAM ILLlISTRATlNG TESTING OF A PLANE MIRROR.

The use of an eyepiece in this test is important because it shows how fatal to
good definition is even a very slight convexity or concavity of a plane mirror when
used in oblique positions. If i1 and /2 coincide as closely as can be detected
with the knife.edge test (B being free from zonal irregularities also) the reo
flected image of the pinhole, as seen in an eyepiece 'at j; is as ex<juisitely sharp
and perfect as if it were formed by the spherical minor A alone. But if B is
slightly convex 01' concav~ the appearance of the eyepiece image is similar' to that
which has already been described in connection with astigmatic concave mil"
rors; the image is not sharp even at the best focus; if B is convex, the image
becomes elongated in a vel'tical direct,ion outside, and in a hOI'izontal direction
inside, of the best focus; if B is concave the dir'ections of elongation are the reo
verse of these.
'
The preparation of grinding tools for plane mirrors is similal' to that of tools fOl'
concave milTol·s. Three full.size, flat iron tools are usually made, howevel', all of
which a"re gl'Ooved. These are ground together with carbol'Undulllof finel' and finer
grades, until all appeal' flat when tested with a carefully kept Brown and Sharpe
steel straight-edge of best quality.
The plane mirror is fine.gl'Ound in the manner descl'ibed for concave Inil'l'01's'It is of course a rare occurrence to find a large plane mirror nearly optically flat
when it is fil'st tested after grinding and polishing. My lat'ge minors almost invariably come out slightly convex when first polished; this may be due in pal't to
the fact that the flat gl'inding tool becomes very slightly concave during the fine·
gl'inding of the glass, from being worked on top (see page 7). Slight convexit,y
of the minor at this stage of the work is much better than slight concavity, for it
is much better and easier to remove "a high center than a high edge, during the
process of figuring with polishing tools.
Manual polishing with full-size tools should be employed when the minol' is
not too lal'ge to allow this. The polishing is begun with the nOl'mal tool shown
in Fig. 4, in which the gl'ooves are of uniform width tlmHlghout. Aftet' an hour's
polishing the mirror is tested; if it is found to be convex, polishing is continued
with the concaving tool shown in Fig. 5, in which all of the gl'ooves are gradually
widened toward the edges of the tool, AO that there is a pl'ogl'essi\'e decrease of
action toward the edges of the glass; the amouut of tbis witlelling Illust be
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FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.

NORMAL POLISHING TOOL.

CO;\CAVlN(.; l'oLl,IIIIo:G TnuL FOR FlGL:jUN,; .Pl.ANE M1R1WR.

~L'HE;HoDlmN
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determined by experiment; it should be such that the convexity of the mirror is
slowly and uniformly decreased.
If the mil'rol', \'irhen first tested, i8 found to be concave, the Gonve;ving tool
shown in Fig. 6 is used to continue the polishing.
The concaving and cOllvexillg tools often tend to introduce broad slight zonal
errors; hence recoUl'se must be had repeatedly to the normal tool. \Vheli all trace
of genel'al CUJ'lxttU,I'C has diRappeared, any remaining zonal errOl'S are eliminated by
the use of the norma] tool, and, if necessary, of the small local 01' figUl'ing tools, (see
page 24).

FIG. 6.

CONVEXING POLlSIi,NG TOOL FOR FIGURING PLANE MIRROR.

If a finished plane mirror is available which is not smaller than the one being
figured, the work is very gl'et-ttly facilitated by continually cold.pressing the polishing tools 011 the finished mirror; every precaution must be taken, howevel', to pre.
vent injUI'Y to the figUI'e of the finished mirror by such cold.pressing.
In some of the writer's early wOl'k, in which the thickness of mil'J'ors was made
only one·twelfth of their diameter, it was found that a n01'mal polishing tool, as de.
scribed above, tended to change the mirror velT gradually to,vard it concave. This
was undoubtedly due to the fact that the friction of polishing warmed the surface
very slightly, thus expanding it and making it conveX virith reference to the polish.
ing tool; the tool did not follow this change of form readily, hence the central parts
of the glass were acted upon in excess. FUl'thel'U10re, such thin mirrors, when Ull.
silvered, were so sensitive to slight changes of temperature that the presence of the
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optician's body for a period of two 01' three minutes, at It distance of three feet
fl'om a mirror which was set up fOI' testing, would thl'ow a previously plane mirror
convex by an amount many times gl'eatel' than the smallest amount which can be
detected by the knife.edge test. When the thickness of mirrors is made equal to
about one-seventh of their diameter, their sensitiveness to all such temperature
effects is vel'y greatly decreased. Furthermore, in the case of silvered glass minors
which are used for solar wOI'k, the writer has found that thick mirrors suffer very
milch less change of figure frolll exposure to the sun's heat than thin mirrors do.
Silvering affords a gl'eat pl'Otection from changes of temperature, since the silver
film fUl'llishes an almost totally reflecting sul'face for beat radiations.

OHAPTER XIII.
TESTING AND FIGURING PARABOLOIDAL MIRRORS,

THE work of changing a spherical mil'l'or to a paraboloidal one is accomplished
entirely by the use of polishing tools, by shortening the radii of curvature of the
inner zones, instead of by increasing 01' lengthening those of the outer zones. The
methods of effecting this change of curvature will be described after the methods
of testing a paJ'aboloid have been discussed,
Such testing can be done at the center of curvature, by determining there the
foci 01' the radii of curvature of successive zones of the minor; it may be done at
the fOC1.t8 of the paraboloid, by the aid of a finished plane minor which should be
at least as large as the paraboloidal one; and it may be done directly Oil a star.
The first two methods named have the very great advantage that they may be
conducted without intenuption, under the practically perfect atmospheric and
tempemture conditions of the optical laboratory.
l'estiJnr; a Pctl'aooloid at the Center of OU1'vatlwe. A knowledge of the properties of the parabola enables the optician to compute the positions of the centers
of CUI'vature of successive, definite, narrow zones of the mil'I'or, and the surface
must be so figured that the radius of cUl'vature of each zone agrees with the computed value. In testing, each mne in succession is exposed by means of a suitable
diaphragm, all of the rest of the snrface being covered. In practice, two entil'ely
different fOl'lllUloo may be used, depending upon the position of the illuminated
pinhole.
Let F be the focal length of a finished paraboloidal mirror, and R the semidiametel' of any extremely llftl'fo\V zone 01' ring of its surface, concentric with the
vertex or center of the mirl'or; the lIormals to this zone cross the axis at a point
w hose distance from the vertex is 2 F

+ l~;

hence, if the ill nminated pinhole be

placed very close to the axis, and at a distance of 2 F

+ ~; from

rays of light reflected fl'om the narrow zone will form a foeus

01'

the vertex, the

image in the same
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plane (at right angles to the axis) in which the pinhole itself lies. This is the
simplest formula which can be used, but it is not the most useful in practice.
In testing pal'aboloids at the center of curvature the writer has always used
the following method and formula: The illuminated pinhole remains fixed at the
center of curvature of the central par'ts of the mirror, i. at a distance 2 F from
the vertex, where F is the focal length. The inter'vals, measured along the axis,
between the reflected foci of the various zones, are now twice as gr'eat as those
given by the method described in the preceding pal'agl'aph; consequently these
foci can now be determined with twice the accUl'acy which can be attained by that
method. Only the rays reflected from the pal'ts of the paraboloid very neal' to
the vertex are now brought to a focus in the plane of the pinhole. If the para.
boloidal figure is perfect, the rays reflected from any very narrow zone whose semi.

e.,

·
. R are now b roug h t to a f.ocus at a (l'Istance -F·
R2 + -R4
(1lameter
IS
F back of the plane
2
16 3
the pinhole, i. e., at a distance 2 F

+ :~~ + 1~;3

f1'om the vertex of the paraboloid.

The quantity 1 ~;3 is so small in the case of mirrors of moderate size and of ol'dinary
ratios of aperture to focal length that it can be neglected; even in testing the
outermost zones of the 5·foot mirl'or of 25 feet focal length, this quantity is less
than 0.002 inch, while the quantity ~; amonnts to

It inches.

Now let us considel' what is the best method of determining the planes of the
reflected foci. Dr'aper, Common, and other workel's used an eyepiece for this pUl'pose ;
this serves well for mirrors of moderate angular aperture, but for mirrors in which the
ratio of apel'ture to foca11ength is as great as 1 to 5 01' 1 to 6 this method presents
serious difficulties; if nalTOW zones are used the image in the eyepiece is blurred
and indistinct on account of the diffraction effect produced by the edges o£the
zonal openings in the diaphragm, while if wide zones are used the difference of
focus of the inner and outer parts of a zone is so great that the image shows
evidence of marked aberration; with neither narl'ow nor wide zones can the
position of the focus be determined with very great accuracy.
In Pu,blica#ons of the A. S. P., vol. xiv" No. 87, Hussey gives a fOl'lllula fOl'
the position of the" circle of least confusion" when a zone of given width is used;
if Hussey's formula were employed and the pinhole were made very small and
. round, with smooth edges, it is probable that much gl'eatel' accuracy could be
attained than by the use of an eyepiece in the ol'dinary way.
The method of locating the reflected foci which is nsed by the writer is as
follows; it is capable of sU'l)I'ising accuracy when the optician has become experi.
enced in its use. rfhe reflected focus of a zone is fonnd with the knife-edge, pre·
cisely as the focus of a spherical mirror is found. The knife.edge is moved across
the reflected cone hom the left; if tlJe left siue of tlH1 zone is seen to darken fh'st,
the knife.edge is inside of the foeus; if the right side darkens fil'st, the knife.edge
is outside of the focus; when the right and left sides of the zone darken simul·
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taneously, the knife-edge is at the focus of the zone. One advantage of this
method is that it is independent of changes of focus of the eye itself; but the
gl'eat advantage is that very narrow zones or arcs can be used. Diaphragms
with zonal openings t of an inch wide sel've admirably for mil'rors of 10 01' 15
feet focal length; indeed the width of the zones which are actually used is considerably less than this; fOI', on account of diffraction, the edges of the openings
in the diaphragms always appear as brilliant lines, even while the illumination
near the center of the openings is being cut off by the knife-edge; it is therefore
only the illumination near the center that is used in making the comparison.
The diaphragms which I use in this method of testing do not expose entire
zones, but only pairs of arcs on the right and left sides of the mirror. Fig. 7 shows
the diaphragm which was used in testing in this way the mirror of the two·foot
reflector of the Yerkes Observatory. The arcs are cut in a long and narrow strip
of thin metal; this is attached to the inner edges of two wooden stl'ips,
these

a,.

FIG. 7.

DIAPHRAGM USIW I~ TIeS'l'lNG A l'ARAIlOI,OWAL j'"lIRROR AT JTS CIe/O'ER
OF CURV,\'!'l;IU<:.

edges are curved so that aU parts of the thin metal diaphragm are neady in
contact with the cUl'verI surface of the minor. The edges of the openings are
bevelled so as to be extl'elllely thin, and are finished dead-black. Twelve pail'S
of arcs were used, with mean radii of 1, 2, :3,
10, 11, and 11i inehes,
The openings of these al'cs al'e l inch in width. The foci of the successive zones
(except those II eat' the center) can be readily determined by this means to within

o!o inch along,JJ~e axis, for a mirror of two feet apertUl'e and of ten or fifteen feet'
focal length. ' ,
Oare must be taken when testing in this way that the entit'e minor surface is
'ltnifonnly illurninated by the cone of light proceeding fl'om the illuminated pin.
hole; this condition, once secured, is easily maintained, since the illuminated pinhole
remains immovable.
I have described at considemble length the methods of testing paraboloids at
the center of cUl'vatUl'e, because of the impol·tance of the subject, and because this
will probably continue to be a favorite method, especially among amateurs. But
when testing is done at the center of curvature, even with the extremely accurate
method just descl'ibed, the making of a large pamboloidal mirror of gr'eat angular
aperture and really fine figure is an exceedingly difficult task. This is due in part to
the necessity of very f)'equent tests, in each of which the foci of a large number of
zones must be detei'mined; it is due far' more to the uncertainty in determining the
exact natUl'e of errors of surface (considering the surface as a whole) corresponding
to focal readings which do not agree wiLh the computed values. In the case of
mi)')'ol's of small 0)' moderate angular apertnre, much important information can be
gained by viewing the surface as a whole, from the (mean) center of curvature, by
means of the knife·edge test; a finished paraboloid, when thus seen, appears to
stand out in relief, in strong light and shade, as a surface of revolution whose sec·

FIG,8.

tion is that shown in Fig. 8; knife.edge and pinhole are both at the center of curva·
ture of the zone
the apparent curve of the surface should be a smooth one.
But in the case of a mirror of large angular aperture the change of curvature is so
rapid that only a narrow zone can be seen well at one time, i.
with a given focal
setting of the knife.edge.
Testing a Pm'aboloid at its Foou8. This method was bl'iefly described by the
writer in the A8t'l'opl~Y8ioal Journal, N ovem bel', 1901. It is incomparably more
simple, direct, and rigorous than the test at the center of cUl'vature. A well.figured
plane mirror, which should not be smaller than the paraboloidal one, is necessar'y
in order that the testing may be done in the opticallabol'atory. In practice a small
diagonal plane mirror is also used, to avoid the necessity of a central hole thl'ough
the large plane mirror. Both of the plane min'ors are silvered. The arrangement
of minors is shown in Fig. 9. The diagonal prism is placed at f, with the ilIumin·
ated pinhole very near the axis; pinhole and knife.edge are in the same plane, at a
distance from the vertex equal.to 0 m
mj, which is equal to the focal length of
the mirl'ol'. The paraboloid is now tested as a whole, without the use of zones,
precisely as a spherical mirror is tested at its center of curvature.

a,.

e.,

+
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FIG. 9.

TESTING A PARABOLOIDAL MIRROR A'l' ITS Focus.

If F be the desired focal length of the paraboloidal mil-ror whose semi·diameter
is R, then the spherical surface which is fine-ground and fully polished p"eparatory
to parabolizing should have a radius of curvature of 2F

+ ~~ .

This is because

parabolizing is done by shortening the radii of curvature of all the inner zones of a
mirror, leaving th.e outermost zone unchanged, as shown in Fig. 10; this is a far
easier and better method in practice than to leave the central parts of the minor

FIG. II.

FIG. 10.

nnchanged, and to lengthen the radii of curvature of all of the outer zones, as shown
in Fig. 11.
.
Let us now suppose that the concave mirl'ol' shown in Fig. 9 is a spherical one
with radiLls of durvatu"e 2 F

+ ~;"

whel'e R is the semi.diameter, and F is the

distance C'Tn + mj; from the center of the mil'l'or sul'face to the plane of the pin.
hole and knife.edge. If the spherical surface be now viewed from the point f with
the knife·edge test, it 'vVill appeal' to stand Ollt in "elief, in st,'ong light and shade,

FIG. 12.

ns It surface of revolution whose Section is that showII in J:!"'Iig. 12, the height of the
protubel'an t cen tel' depend ing u pOll the angnlar aperture of the mirror. The reason
fOI' this appeamnce is readily seen by refel'ence to Fig. 10. To change the spherical
surface to a paraboloid, the protubel'ant center must be removed by the lise of
suitable polishing tools, until the surface, as seen with the knife.edge test fr0111 the
point}; appeal's perfectly flat, l. e., the illuminatell sul'f/we darkens with perfect
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uniformity all over, As the paraboloidal surface nears completion, an elevated or
depressed center, a "turned up" or "turned down" edge, 01' protuberant or de·
pressed zones, can be seen and their character and exact position determined, with
precisely the same ease and celotainty with which similar it'l'egularities are seen when
a spherical mirror is examined at its center of cUl'vation with the knife.edge test.
It should be noticed that even when the pinhole and reflected image are very
near each other, as they should be, yet both may be far out of the axis of the paraboloid, if the mirrors are not properly adjusted or collimated; when this is the case
the mirror surface, when seen with the knife.edge test, does not appear as a surface
of revolution, and cannot be properly tested. The mirrors may be collimated by
the following method, thus insuring that the pinhole and reflected image are both
extremely neal' the optical axis.
The miI'l'ors are set up approximately right by measurement. A ring about an
inch in diameter, with two :fine threads stretched diametrically across it, one verti·
cal, one horizontal, is set up neal' the plane of the illuminated pinhole, the intersec·
tion of the threads marking the desired position of the optical axis. A light,
stiff ring is made, which fits closely over the edge of the paraboloidal mirror, at the
front; this ring can be slipped on and taken off as required. Two very fine bright
wires are stretched diametrically across this ring, one vertical, one horizontal; these
wires should be as close as possible to the face of the mirror; their intersection
marks the position of the center or vertex of the paraboloid. Two fine short lines,
one vertical, one horizontal, are scratched with a fine needle.point at the center of
the sil \Tered face of the small diagonal plane mirror. The eye is now placed about
3 feet outside of the plane of the crossed threads, and an assistant changes the in·
clination of the small plane mirror, by means of three adjnstillg·screws at its back,
until the intersections of the threads, of the scratches, and of the wires are all
seen in exact coincidence. The assistant next changes the inclination of the para·
boloidal mirror (by means of three adjusting-screws at its back) until, with the
eye in the same position as before, the intersection of the threads, the intersection
of the wires, and the reflection of the intersection of the threads seen in the para·
boloidal mirror,
appear in exact coincidence ; the position of the axis of the
paraboloid has now been defined. No attention is paid to the large plane mirror
in this part of the work. The illuminated pinhole is now placed in position, and
the large plane mirror is adjusted (by means of thl'ee adjusting.screws at its back)
until the reflected image falls in the right position with reference to the axis and
pinhole.
The frame which carries the paraboloidal mirror can easily be so designed that
this mirror can be removed and replaced repeatedly, while figuring it, without
sensibly disturbing the adjustments.
The difficulties of making short·focus paraboloidal minors of fine :figure are
so greatly reduced when this method of testing is used that I believe that the gen·
eml adoption of this method by opticians would lead to such improvements in results
as to bring about a marked advance in the usefulness of reflecting telescopes. The
making of the large plane mirror which is nece,ssary in this test becomes so simple

all
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and certain when the methods of testing and figuring described in· the preceding
chapter are used, that I have no hesitation in saying that when a large pal'aboloidal
mirror of short focus and of the finest attainable figure is to be made, it is economi·
cal to make a plane minor of the same size, with which to test it, if one is not
all'eady available. The concave milTor is fir:'lt figured spherical and is used thus for
testing the plane mil'l'ol' while the lattel' is being figul'ed; the plane mit'ror is then
llsed in testing the concave one dtll'ing the parabolizing of the latter. Both the
plane and paraboloidal mirrors are then used in testing the small (convex)
hyperboloidal mirror while the latter is being figured.
Te8ting a Pa1'aboloid on a Star. With this method the mirror surface, as seen
with the knife-edge test, presents the same general appearance as in testing in conjunction with a large plane mirror; in the latter test, however, errors of smface are

FIG. 13.

FULL·SIZE POLISHING TOOL FOR PARABOLIZING.

seen in gl'eater relief, because the effect of such errors is doubled on account ~)f the
two reflections from the paraboloid. In addition, it is impossible to overestimate the
advantage of being able to test as often as is desired, in the optical labol'atory,
where atmospheric and temperature conditions can be controlled pel'fectly, and
where the mirror does not have to be removed from the polishing machine in order
to test it. In testing on a star it is seldom indeed that atmospheric conditions are
sufficiently fine to allow any except the larger errors of surface to be seen.
Ohanging a Sphe1'ical Swj'ace to a Paraboloid. As before stated, this is accomplished by shortening the radii of curvature of all of the inner zones of the snr·

face, leaving the outprmost zone unchanged (see Fig. 10), There are two di.stinct
methods of accomplishing this: (1) by the use of full·size polishing tools, the rosin
surfaces of which are cut away in such a manner as to give a large excess of polish.
ing surface neal' the central palts of the tool; (2) by the use of small polishing or
figuring
tools worked chiefly upon the central parts of the minol', and less and less
-.;;.", ..
uIJvn the zones towal'd the edge.
(1) Paraoolizlng with Full·Si.ze Tools, The r08in surface can be trimmed
in a val'iety of ways to give a great excess of action on the central parts of the
minor. Fig. 13 shows one of the best forms of tool for this pUl'pose, the shaded
parts representing the rosin surface, coated with wax. Thefol'm of the edges of
the rosin·covered areas can be altered as desired, and thus the amount of action on
any zone can be in S0111e measure contl'olled. Length of stroke and amount of sidethrow are also very important factors in contl'Olling the figure of the mirror. Tools
of this kind serve admirably in parabolizing minors up to 36 or 40 inches in diameter, when the angular aperture is lJot very great.
(2) ParaboUzinr; wit7~ One-Third.Size and Smaller Tools, In the case of
very large mirrors, when full·size tools are almost unmanageably heavy, and in the
case of mirrors of great angulal' apertlll'e, in which the departure from a spherical
surface is gl'eat and is effected with difficulty with full·size tools, one·third·size and
smaller figUl'ing tools may be used. The machine should invariably be employed
in this work, the transvel'se slide being used to place the tool in succession upon
the various zones. In order to preserve the surface of I'evolution the setting of the
tl'ans\'erse slide should be changed only at the end of one 01' more complete revolu·
tions of the glass, The I'osin squul'es of the small tools should be somewhat softel'
than lIsual, so that the surfaces of the tools can accommodate themselves slowly to
the slightly different clll'vatUl'es of the successive zones. The squal'es around the
edges of the tools should be trimmed, as before descrihed, in order to soften the
action of tne edges. The mil'ror should be tested very often, and the utmost cal'e
taken to kepI' the apparent cline of the sllI'face, as seen with the knife.edge test, a
tJrIlooth one, 'i, e., free f!'Om small zonal irregularities, at all stages of the pambol.
izing; this is not extremely diffieult when the optician has become experienced in
the use of the transverse slide.
The mirror of the 2-foot reflector of the Yerkes Observatory, which has a focal
length of only 93 inches, was parabolized in this way by the writeI'. Two small
tools were used, of 6 and 8 illches diameter respectively. The actual difference of
depth, at the center 01' vertex of this mil'l'OI', between the paraboloid and the nearest
spherical surface is almost exactly 0.0004 inch. This difference is unusually large
in this case, on account of the exceptionally gl'eat ratio of apel'tnre to focal length.
This difference vades, in different mirl'ors, as the fOlll'th power of the diameter of
the mirrors, lllld inver8ely as the cube of the focal length.
In the case of Lord
Rosse's great mirror, in which the aperture is 6 feet and the focal length 54 fet't
(ratio 1 to 9) the cOlTesponding diffel'ence at the center is only 0,0001 inch, vel'y
nearly. In the case of the 5·foot mit'l'ol' of the Yerkes Obsel'vatory, of 25 feet focal
length, the ('i)I'l'esponding difference is about 0.C006 inch. This gives some idea of
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the actual amount of glass which must be removed by the figuring tools in
pal'abolizing.
CHAPTER XIV.
TESTING AND FIGURING CONVEX HYPERBOLOIDAL MIRRORS.

methods of figuring and rigorously testing convex hyperboloidal mirrors
are now so thoroughly developed that the reflecting telescope cau be regarded as a
universal photogl'aphic telescope of the highest class, capable of giving, at the
focus of the paraboloidal mirror of large angular aperture, the finest photographs
now attainable of large and excessively faint objects such as the nebuloo in general;
while by the addition of a small convex mirror a great equivalent focal length
is obtained for the photography of bright celestial objects requiring large scale,
such as the moon, the planets, the dense globular star clusters, and the annular
and planetary nebuloo. The convex mirror of course serves as an amplifier, and
possesses the great advantages over a lens used for this purpose that the perfect
achromatism and the high photographic efficiency of the reflector are retained, and
that the mechanical arrangements are very compact and economical. In order
to give perfect definition the convex mirror must be an hyperboloidal one.
The writer has recently made two convex mirrors of different curvature, for
use with the 2·foot reflector. These give equivalent focal lengths of 27 and 38 feet
respectively.
Fig. 14 shows the arrangement of mil'ror~ employed in the 2·foot reflector
when used as a Cassegrain; a small diagonal plane mirror is used at m, to avoid
the necessity of a hole through the center of the large concave mirror. P is the
paraboloidal mirror, with its focus at I; R is the hyperboloidal mirror, the secondary
THE
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focus or magnified image produced by the combination being at F; the point e is the
center of the hyperboloidal 13m face. Calling the distance Ie = p and the distance
om

+ mF = p', then pp' represents

the amount of amplification introduced by the

convex mirror. The radius of, curvature R of the sphedcal surface to which the
convex mirror is ground and polishetl pl'eparatory to hyperbolizing is found with
sufficient accumcy for all practical purposes by the

2pp'
R=
-.
p'_p

£ormuln.~\.-}=

fi

whence
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For example, let the focal length of the paraboloidal mirror P, Fig. 14, be ten
feet; let fo . p
the moon

01'

= 2 ft.

and O1n

+ mF = pi =

8 ft.

Here?

= 4; the

image of

'~r~iier celestial object produced at 17 is therefore four times larger in

di~meter than

it would be at

f,

the focus of the paraboloid; and R

=;,P~ = 64

inches.
The method of testing the convex mm'or while hyperbolizing it is shown
in Fig. 15. The illuminated pinhole is placed very near the axis at.F. The diverg.
PARABOLOIDAL

PLANE:

ing cone of light strikes the small plane mirror, then the convex, then the large
paraboloid, whence if all of the mirrol's are finished and are well adjusted or collimated, the light is reflected in a pal'allel btmm tothe large plane; returning, the rays
are brought to a focus very near the axis of figure and in the plane of the illuminat'ed
pinhole. All of the mirrors except the convex one are silvered. The convex spherical surface with radius of curvatUl'e R, as above described, when viewed with the
knife·edge test from the point F, presents the same general appearance of a smoothly
curved surface of revolution, in strong light and shade, which a paraboloidal surface
presents when similarly viewed from its center of curvature (see Fig. 8, p. 33).
All that is necessary to produce the hyperboloidal surface is to soften down, with
suitable polishing tools, the apparent broad protubel'ant zone between the center
and edge, until the mirror, as seen from F, appears perfectly flat; i.
until the
illuminated surface is seen to darken with absolute uniformity all over when the
knife·edge is moved ael'oss the focus. This hyperbolizing may be done with small
local 01' figuring tools, or "vith a full-size tool so trimmed as to give an excess
of action on the broad zone a, or (what is usually best) by a combination of
the use of both kinds of tools.
As in the case of the paraboloid, it is necessary in this test that all of the
mirrors be lined up or cClllimated with care; otherwise the sUl'face of the convex
mirror will not appeal' as a surface of revolution, and cannot be pl'operly tested.
The axes of the paraboloid and hypel'boloid must coincide, and the face of the
large plane mirror must be at right angles to these axes. These adjustments are
made by means of Illl extension of the method of collimation described in the preceding chapter, p. 35. First the paraboloidal mirror is adjusted so that its axis
intersects the hyperboloid at its exact centel' 01' vertex; in making this adjustment
fine threads are stretched diametJ'ically across the cell of the convex mirror, this

e.,
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mirror being removed during this part of the adjustment. Next, the small diagonal
plane is adjusted for inclination, cal'e being taken that the intersection of the lines
Rcratehed in its film is placed in the axis of the paraboloid. Then the convex
mirror is adjusted fOl' inclination, by reflection. Finally, with the illuminated pinhole in place, the large plane mirror is adjusted, as pl'eviollsly des(~ribed.

CHAPTER XV.
SILVERING.

IT is not my purpose to discuss the vnrious procpsses of silv~ring. Seveml
methods have been admimbly d("scl'ihed by Dmper (see p, 2 of his book), by
Brashear, and by Common (see p. 159 of his paper On the Con8t/'uction of a FhJe·
Foot R~flecting 'l'ele8cope), I llave nspd almost exclusively the formula published
by Bmshear in 1884, in which sugar is the reducing agent. After expel'ience with
t his process, and when the gmdes of chemicals speci fled below are used, sil vel'
films are invariably obtained which take a perfectly black polish, and which are so
thick as to be nearly opaque even to the sun's disk. Small mirrors are usually
silvered face down; films which are satisfactory in all respects al'e obtained when
this is done.
,.
In the case of large mirrors it is more economical of silver, as well as safer and
more convenient in manipulation, to silver face up. Two difficulties occur, how.
eVel', wheu this is done; first, minute transparent spots are liable to OCClll' in the
film; these are so small, howe\'er, that they can be seen only when looking
through the film at a bright object; second, the refuse silvering solutions must be
poured off the mirror, after the silver has been deposited, at exactly the right
stage of the reaction; if poured off too soon the film will be thin; if too late, the
muddy.brown precipitate which settles UpOll the film will Rlightly tarnish the lat.
tel' in such a manner that it will not take a perfect polish; it is only hy ex·
pel'ience that the optician is able to determine the right instant for pouring off the
refuse solutions. MI'. Common encountered similal' difficulties in silvering face up,
and resorted to the use of solutions without caustic potash, and also to the nse of
Draper's method of reducing with Rochelle salt; these methods, while subject to
theil' own special difficulties, do not gh'e the objectionable precipitate. The
writer has adhel'ed to the lise of a slight modification of Brasheal"s formula already
mentioned, in pal't because no opportunity has occnrred for comparing thoroughly
the merit:'! of the val'ious fOI'ffiuloo, and in part because the films obtained by this
method gi ve entire satisfaction in use.
l1Le Reduoing Solution. This consists of distilled wa.ter, 200 parts; loaf.
sugar or pure rock.candy, 20 parts; alcohol (pure) 20 parts; nitric acid (c, p,) 1
part. The proportions given are by weight, This solution is greatly impro\'ed by
keeping, a solution which has been made fOl' sevel'al months working more sUl'ely
than one newly made. A gallol} of this solution is usually made at one time.
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The operation or sil vering a 2-root mirror face up will now be clescl'ibed.
It will be assumed for the present that the back or the mirror is nnsilrered, A
silvering table is used, which is a strong structure or oak wood having a tilting
fl'ame carried on two trunnions, so that the mirror can be quickly turned from a
horizontal to a vertical position, for the purpose or pouring off the cleaning and
,...;,,,.~i1vel'ing solutions; a stl'Ong narrow edge-band of flexible steel pl'events the mirror
rl'om sliding off; the tilting rrame is heavily weighted below so that it cannot
turn down accidentally, Thus all handling or the mirror while silvering is
avoided.
The old sil \'er film, if one exists, is removed with strong nitric acid on a
bunch or absorbent cotton tied to a glass rod. The race and edge or the mirror
are then quickly washed with distilled water. A band or strong brown drawing
papet', which has been dipped in melted paraffin, is drawn around the edge or the
glass and tightly bound to it by means or a thin band or copper with tightening
screws; the paper should project about three inches above the glass; the joints
shonlJ all be made watel'.tight by means or more paraffin and a warm iron. A
dish about three inches deep is thus formed, with the mirror as its bottom.
A 10 per cent solution of pure caustic potash in distilled water is now used
for thoroughly washing the face of the glass and the inside or the paraffin band;
this is done with a large bunch of absorbent cotton tied to a glass rod. This
solution is then poured out and the glass is similarly washed several times with
fresh supplies or distilled water, to get rid of all traces of potash. Enough dis.
tilled water is now poured on the glass to entirely cover it while the silvering
solutions are being mixed.
All of the vessels, graduates, etc" used ror mixing the silvering solutions,
must be thoroughly washed, first with nitric acid, then with caustic potash, and
rinsed with distilled water, just as the mirror is cleaned.
FOI' silvering the face or a 2·foot mirror, 2 ounces of silver nitrate
(Powers & Weightman) are dissolved in 20 ounces of distilled water. One and
one·third ounces of caustic potash, pure by alcohol (Merck), are dissolved in
20 ounces of water in a separate vessel, and the solution is cooled. Strong aqua
ammonia (pure) is added, drop by drop, to the nitrate solution, while the liquid is
thoroughly stirred; the mixture turns light-brown, then dm'k.brown; the am·
monia is slowly added until the liquid becomes clear. The caustic potash solution
is now added slowly, with thorough stirring; the mixtUl'e now becomes very dark·
brown 01' black. Ammonia is again added, with thol'ough stirring, until the
liquid again just clears. A solution of one-fourth ounce silver nitrate in 16 ounces
of distilled w~,ter having been prepared, this is added to the mixtlll'e, a few drops at
a time, with thorough stirring, until the entire solution has a decided straw color,
while remaining transparent. This straw color is the test for the condition of in·
stability which is absolutely necessary in order that the metallic silver shall be
thrown out of combination when the reducing solution is added later. The
solution is now thoroughly filtered through absol'bent cotton.
A quantity of reducing solution is taken coutaining an amount of sugar equal
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in weight to one·half that of the entire amount of silver nitrate used; this is also
filtered. The silver solution and reducing solution are now both diluted with
distilled water, preparatory to mixing; the quantity of the diluted solutions,
together, should be sufficient to covel' the glass about one inch deep.
An assistant pours off the water which has stood on the glass, while the op·
tician quickly mixes the dilute silver and reducing solutions in a large pitcher or
granite.ware bucket. The glass being horizontal, the mixed solution is immediately
poured on, and the mirror is rocked slightly by means of the ti~ting frame. The
liquid quickly changes to a transparent light.brown color, then dark brown, then
black, after which the silver immediately begins to deposit. The solution gradually
changes to a muddy·bl'own color, and in three 01' four minutes aftel' the solutions
are poured on the glass, begins to clear; the light muddy.brown precipitate
settling upon the film. With the proportions given, the sil vel' film should be.
sufficiently thick in about five minutes after the solutions are poured on";t~e glas~
provided that the room, glass, and solutions are all at a temperature of sixty.eight
degrees or seventy degrees Fahrenheit. When first formed the bl'Own pre·
cipitate is so light that it moves about with the rocking of the glass; but it very
soon deposits in large areas on the film. As soon as this begins to occur, the solu·
tion must be very quickly pOUl'ed off the glass, an abundance of distilled water
poured on, and a lal'ge bunch of absorbent cotton, held in the fingers, instantly
used to displace all streaks of the pl'ecipitate which adhere to the film. The film
is now washed again and again with fresh distilled water and a soft bunch of cot·
ton; then an abundance of water is poured on and the film allowed to soak for an
hour. When this is poured off, the papel' band is carefully removed, with the glass
horizontal so that no liquid f!'Olll the edge can rnn upon th'e silver film; this must
be done quickly, before the latter has time to dry. A small amonnt of aleol101 is
now flowed on the film; this is repeated several times to get rid of all water; t.he
glass is then turned on edge, and is quickly dried with a fan.
After standing for an hour or two in a dry room the film is to be burnished.
A soft pad as large as the hand is made of the softe~t chamois skin; this is used on
the film without rouge, with light chcular strokes, to condense the silver. Aftel'
two hours of this work a little of the finest washed dry jeweler's rouge is rubbed
into the chamois·skin with a piece of clean absorbent cotton; from thirty to sixty
minutes use of the pad with the same stroke as before should now bring the film to
a pel'feet polish, without scratches.
If the back of the minor is already silvered, the face can he silvered by the
method just ch'sCl'ibed, without injuring the film on the back; the mirror now rests
upon thl'ee cnrved and beveled blocks of soft wood which tonch only the rounded
COI'nel' 01' edge of the back of the glass; extl'a pl'ecautions are now taken to pre\'ent
any of the solution from touching the back. I regard this method as much bettel'
in the case of large mil'rors than to attempt to sil nw both back and face at the same
timein a deep tray; in the lattl:'r method the difficulties of banelling and properly
cleaning the mirror are almost insurmountable.
The back of the mirror does not usually need silvering oftener than once in
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three or four years, The face is usually silvered two or three times a year, to keep
it in the finest condition for photogl'aphy, in which any yellowing of the film is
very objectionable,
CHAPTER XVI.
A SUPPORT-SYSTEM FOR LARGE MIRRORS,

THE proper support of mil'l'ors in their cells when in use in the telescope is a
matter of vital importance. Small mil'I'ol's can be made very thick and can be supported at their edges as a lens is supported; the cell must be so designed that no
sensible change of position of the minor in its cell can occur. The necessity of
supporting lal'ge mirrors in ouch a manner as to prevent flexure from their own
weight, in all positions which can occur in use, has long been recognized, and elab·
orate support·systems for this purpose have been devised and used by Rosse, Grubb,
Common, and others. Comparatively little attention has been given, however, to
two additional req nit-ements' which are no less important; first, the position of the
mlJ'l'ors in their cells should be defined with the greatest attainable stability, in
order to secUl'e pel'manence of adjustment or collimation; second, the method of
support should be such that the sil vered back of the milTol' is exposed to the air as
freely as possible. It is assumed that a large mirror need never be turned farther
than ninety degl'ees from the position in which it lies horizontal upon its back.
In the Astrophysioal Jowrnal for February, 1897, the writer descl'ibed a
method of supporting large mirrol's which fulfills all of the requirements named in
the preceding pal'agraph. I have employed this method in the designs for the
support·system of the 5·fr)ot mirror. These designs are described and illustrated
here.

I.-The Baok-Support.
""

Let l':.:'" consider the mirror to be divided into twelve imaginary segments
of equal weigh t, as shown in Fig. 16, Plate VIII, The back of the mirror rests, pri.
marily, upon three strong bronze plates, each ten inches in diameter, represented by
the double circles a Fig. 16 and at a Fig. 17, the center of each plate being exactly
behind the center of weight of the corresponding segments; these are called the
stationary plates. The upper surface of each plate is flat and is ground to fit the
flat back of the glass: the lowel' sUl'face is spherical, and is ground to fit the large
spherical socket in which it rests. It will be noticed that these plates are near the
edge of the minor, in the outer ring of segments; the base of stable support is
therefore large. It is evident that by properly designing these plates and their supports we can fix with vel'y great stability the plane of the mirror which rests dil'cctly
upon thp.m; there is 110 building out from the three l)J'imary points of support oy
means of intel'mediate levers and triangles, as in the older systems,
The weight of the remaining nine segments of the mirror is just balanced by
means of nine weighted levers, each of which is entirely independent of every
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other, which lie in a plane parallel to the back of the mirrol'. One of these levers
is shown in elevation at c, Fig, 17, and in plan in Fig. 21. The positions of the
nine levers are indicat.ed by dotted crosses in Figs, 16 and 18. These levers are
sllspended between pi vats screwed through lugs connected to the cell. The cone
hearings, shown in Fig. 21, are finely fitted, and are gl'olllld to reduce friction. The
long al'ms ot the levers carTy adjustable lead weights (d Figs, 17 and 21) which are
made in the form of plates, in order that they may occupy as little space as possible
. perpendicular to the plane of the ll1iJ'l'OI' ; the short arms of the levers are thus made
to press against the backs of the corresponding segmt'nts through the medium of
light plates of bronze represented by the single circles b Fig. 16 and at b Figs. 17
and 21.
The lluge mirror weighs very nearly 2000 pounds, so that each segment
weighs 166! pounds. With the cell ill a horizontal position the lead weight OIl
each arm is adjusted until it just balances a standard weight of 166i pounds placed
upon the plate on the short arm, This adjustment being completed the mirror is
laid upon the support-system; three.quarters of its weight is carried by the nine
levers, leaving one quarter to be divided equally between the three heavy plates a.
Thus each of the twelve segments is entirely supported at the back, iudependently
of all of the other segments. Now suppose that the edge-support, which will be
descl-ihed below, be introduced, and the entire system, with the glass, inclined in
any direction and at any angle; all of the levers and weights retain the same posi.
tion as before with reference to the glass, but they do not exert the same pressure,
on account of the inclination; so far as the back.support is concerned there will
still be a perfect balance maintained in the case of each segment; this is true "vhai~~ .
ever point of the edge of the mirror hecomes lowest-i. e" in whatever direction
the levers lie with respect to the vertical plane through the axis of figure of
the mirror.
.
I.
It should be noticed that in the case of each of the twelve lO·inch supporting
plates only a ring olle inch wide around the edge is in contact with the glass; the
part of each plate inside of this ring consists of deep, narrow arlllS, w hicb do not
touch the glass, and which allows free access of ail' to the latter.
For very large or thin mirrors a larger number of plates and levers can
of course be used. An incidental advantage which OCCUl'S when this is clone
is that the base of stable SUppOl't afforded by the three stationary plates is still
larger, compared with the size of the ruhror, than when twelve plates are used.

n.-The E dge-8uppol't.
The relation between the baek-sul'port alld edge-support is so intimate that any
inefficiency in the latter lllust injuriollsly affect the opemtion of the former, however pel'feet that may be in itself. In an equatorial J'eRecting telescope, different
parts of the edge of the min'or become successively lowl:'st, as the position of the
telescope changes. 'With the flexible band and cushioned edge-support so much
used in the past, the heavy mit'l'or necessarily changes its position, laterally, with
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respect to its cell, in taking its position down against the edge-support; thus not
only is permanence of position lost, but this tendency to lateral shift must impair
the freedom of operation of the back-support system.
In the present plan four metal arcs are used which rigorously define the position of the mirror laterally. Two of these arcs (e Figs. 16 and 17, and Fig. 19),
adjacent to each other, are bolted down to the cell, and theil' iunel' edges are scraped
to fit the ground edge of the glass; these are called the stational'y arcs; the other
two arcs (f Fig. 16 and Fig. 20), diametl'ically opposite the stationary ones, exel't a
slight pressure against the edge of the mirror, by means of springs, for the purpose
of seating the mirror against the stationary al'cs and holding it there; this pressure
need amount to only a very small percentage of the mirror's weight, for all
of the lateral pressUI'e due to the weight of the mirror when the latter is inclined
is cal'l'iedby a strong metal counterpoising f'ing of T section (g Figs. 16 and 17) ;
this completely encircles the edge of the mirror, and fits it loosely, a band of leather
or thick felt paper being inserted between the ring and the glass. For convenience
in description, imagine this ring to be suspended from the tube above, by means of
three short wires, so that if the mirror were removed the ring could swing freely in.
its own plane. The ring is pressed up against the edge of the mirror, when the
latter is inclined, by a system of twelve short weighted levers (h Figs. 16 and 17)
which hang perpendicular to the plane of the ring. These levers are suspended
from the cell·plate behind the ring, by means of ball-and·socket joints, as shown
in Fig. 17, or'\~;:"~,del'ably, to reduce friction, on pivoted universal or Hooke's
joints. The et;!-ds of the short upper arms of these level'S fit loosely into holes
in the ring; the long lower anus carry lead weights (i Figs. 16 and 17) which are
capable of slight adjustment.
Assuming that the countel'poising ring weighs 400 pounds, so that the combined weight of ring and mirror is 2400 pounds, the adjustment of the edgesupport levers is effected by turning the entire cell to a vertical plane, with the
mirror and ring removed, and adjusting each of the twelve lead weights until it
just balances a standard weight of 200 pounds hung on the short arm of the level'
at the point where this is to touch the ring.
.
I regard the use of a support.system which will fulfill all of the conditions·
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter as absolutely essential for large mirrors.
Only those who have tested large mirrors and combinations of mirr.ors in the opti·
cal shop, and those who have actually used large reflecting telescopes, can fully
appreciate the necessity of a support-system whi9h will both support the minors
without constraint and flexUl'e, and define their positions permanently with respect
to the tube and axes, in all positions of the telescope. These conditions can now
be attained easily and economically; without them it is folly on the one hand to
expect good definition and successful photographs, or, on the othel' hand, to complain that the reflecting telescope is subject to serious inherent difficulties which
cannot be overcome. In the case of large mirrors in which the ratio of thicknes~
to diameter is not less than as 1 to n or 1 to 10 the support-system just described
floats the mirror so perfectly in all positions which can occur in actual use that no
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flexure or distortion can be detected with the most sensitive optical tests. Fur·
thermore, with the method of edge,slipport described, and in the case of the 5·
foot mirror weighing a ton, no lateral shift amounting to 7rlifTJ inch can occur when
the milTor is turned in extreme oblique positions.
In Figs. 17 and 18 is shown the massive cell.plate of cast·iron which carries
the mirror and its support·system, and which is connected to the short cast·iron sec·
tion of the tube; this connection is made by means of strong adjusting screws, by
means of which the mil'l'ol' and its SUppol't.system, as a whole, are adjusted for
collimating the mirror; these adjusting SCl'ews are shown at k, Fig. 18. A(lditional
screws al'e also shown at l in this figl1l'e; these m'e backed out of the way when
collimating is being done; when this is finishe(l they are brought into position,
and' assist in bolting the cell·plate rigid Iy to the tube. As is shown in Figs. 17 .
and 18, the central part of the cell.plate, a circle about 50 inches in diameter, con·
sists of open ribs or arms which allow free access of air to the silvered back of the
muror..
When the face ~f the mit'ror is to be resilvered, the cell.plate, support·system,
and mil'ror are removed as a whole, and silvering is done in the manner described
in the preceding chapter, without taking the mirror from its supports or disturbing
the adjustments of the latter in any way. Furthermore, the minol' ca~ be taken
out of the telescope in this way, silvered, and replaced, without sensibly >al~turbing
its collimation 01' the position of the focal plane. When the backiof the mirror
must be resilvered, which need not be done oftener than once in three or foul'
years, the glass must of course be removed from its support·system.
This support·system, as described, may appear complicated and expensive; in
reality it is not so, for all of the levers, plates, etc., used for the back.support can
be exactly alike, as' can also the levers used foi' edge.support; even when a greatel'
number of levers than twelve are used the construction is simple and economical.
In Plate x is shown 30-inch plane mirror supported at the back by twelve
plates and nine levers as described above; the mirror is shown unsilvered, so that
the plates are seen through 4 inches of glass, This is a part of the 30·inch ccelostat
recently constructed from the writer's designs in the instrument and optical shops
of the Yerkes Observatory:

a

CHAPTER XVII.
A MOUNTING FOR A LARGE REFLECTING TELESCOPE,

IN considel'ing the requirements for a modern reflector mounting for photo.
graphic and spectroscopic work, the writer can pl'Obably not do better than to
describe the designs for the pJ'Oposed mounting of the 5·foot reflector. These
designs are the result of experience both in optical wOl'k and in the use of the 2.
foot reflector and the 40·ineh refl'actor of the Yel'kes observatory in astronomical
photography,
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With the present great improvements in the materials and methods of machine
construction there is no longer any excuse for unstable and inconvenient mountings
£01' reflectors.
The focal length of mOdeI'll reflectol's intended for photography is
short; the ratio of aperture to focal length generally used in such instruments will
probably be not gl'eater than as 1 to 4, nor less than as 1 to 6; with sllch
I'atios the mounting can be made extremely compact and rigid. By the addition of
a small convex mirror the equivalent focal length can be increased from three and
one·half to five times, and fine definition retained; when this is done the actual
length of the tll be is less than when the telescope is used at the primary focus.
The reflecting telescope defines well only at or neal' the optical axis; hence the
mirrors must remain in perfect adjustment with -reference to each other and to the
eyepiece or photographic plate, in all positions of the telescope which can occur in
use. Not only must the mirrol' supports be such as to define the position of the
mil'l'ors rigorously always, as described in the pl'eceding chaptel', but the short
tube must be excessively stl'ong and rigid so that no sensible flexure can occllr.
This is especially necessary when the telescope is used as a Cassegrain, or as a aouae ;
for when these forms are employed it is only when the axes of the paraboloid and
hyperboloid coincide that fine definition can be sect1l'ed, When the necessity of
these conditions is fully realized by makers and users of reflectors, a marked ad·
vance in the usefulness of reflecting telescopes will result. It was the lack of such
rigidity and of such perlllanence of adjustments, fully as l11uch as the lack of llleans
of rigorously testing the optical surfaces, which made the old Cassegrain reflectol's,
including the great Melbourne instl'ument, such lamentable failures, I consider the
failure of the Melbourne reflectol'to have been one of the greatest calamities in the
history ~Jnstrllmental astronomy; 101' by destl'Oying confidence in the usefulness
of great reflecting telescopes, it has hindered the development of this type of
instrument, so wonderfully efficient in photographic and spectroscopic work, lor
neal'ly a third of a century.
When the telescope is to be used for photography, either direct 01' spectro.
scopic, it is indispensable that the mounting be so designed that reversal is not
necessary when passing the meridian; for it is frequently necessal'y to expose 101'
six or eight hoUl's without reversal, on faint objects; and the best part of such an
exposure is that in which the celestial object is near the meridian, Sevel'al fOl'lllS
of reflector mounting have heen devised in which reversal is not necessary; the well·
known English closed·fork mounting is one of them.
In designing the proposed mounting of the 5·foot reflectol' of the Yerkes
Observatory, of twenty.five feet focal length, the writel' has adopted the form in
which a short open fork is used at the upper end of the palaI' axis, The tube
hangs between the arms of this fork, being canied on two massive trunnions; the
heavy lowel' end of the tube is so short that it can swing through, between the
:trms of the fork, for motion in declination,
The fOl'k mounting presents several marked advantages with respect to com·
pactness and stability, as well as convenience and economy, over all fOl'llls which
are modifications of the Gel'man equatorial mounting, in which the tube is caf/'ied
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out at one side of the equatorial head. The tube, carrying the great weight of the
mirror and its cell, is here supported at two opposite sides, instead of from one side
only, as in the German forms; no heavy counterpoises are required; this form is
much better adapted for the coude H.l'l'H.ugemel1t or minors, HO essential in w()I'k
with very lal'ge spectl'oscopes, only three reflections in all being necessal'y for this
a1'l'angement; furthermore, when the instrument is used at the primary focus, the
upper end of the tube is more easily accessible, in all positions of the instrument,
from an observing carriage attached to the inside of the dome.
The weight of the moving parts of the telescope will be about twenty tons.
On account of this great weight, and also of the overhang of the fork above the
bearings of the polar axis, an efficient anti·friction apparatus for the polar axis is
demanded, which will at the same time relieve the effect of the overhanging weight
of the upper end of the polar axis. The advantages afforded for this purpose by
mercury flotation, when this is properly applied, are so great, and the mechanical
details for such flotation work out so simply and economically, that this method
will undoubtedly be used.
The proposed mounting will now be bl'iefly described in detail, and attention
will be called to many points which are indispensable to the success of a reflecting
telescope to be used for photography.
The equatorial head consists of three iron castings, the triangular base-plate m,
Plate XI, and the two posts nand 0, which carry the bearings for the polar axis.
Both posts are hollow, with walls It inch thick, and are bolted and pinned to the
base casting; the post n contains the large dri ving clock.
The polar axis p is of hydraulic.forged steel, with a head or flange q, 48 inches
in diameter and 7 inches thick, forged upon it; the axis is 14t feet long over all, is
20 inches in diameter for a distance of 2 feet below the head, and is 16 inches in
diameter for the remaining lIt feet of its length; the axis is hollow, with walls
4t inches thick. The beal'ings of the polar axis are of hard Babbitt metal, and are
halved.
Attached to the lower surface of the 4·foot head of the polar axis is the large
bollowdisk or float 1', 10 feet in diameter and 22t inches thick 01' deep; this is
constructed very strongly of angle steel covered with steel plates t inch thick; the
whole is finished smooth on the outside, and is turned true in a lathe. The cal'.
responding tl'ough 8 is of cast-iron and is turned tl'Ue on the inside. The inner Sllr.
face of the trough is separated by i inch all aJ'ound from the outer surface of the
float; this space is filled with mercury. vVith the dimensions given the immersed
part of the float displaces about 45 cubic feet of mercury, which thus floats about
nineteen tons, or 95 per Gent of the weight of the moving parts of the telescope. The
center of flotation is vertically below the center of weight of the moving parts.
Only three-quarters of a cubic foot of mercury is required to float nineteen tons in
this manner,
The importance in astronomical photography of the smoothness of motion
afforded by really efficient flotation of the moving parts cannot he overestimated.
The great size of the worm-wheel t which rotates the polar axis, will materially
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assist in giving smoothness and accuracy of driving; this worm-wheel is 10 feet in
diameter.
Attached to the upper surface of the 4-foot head of the polar axis, by means of
a circle of 2-inch bolts, is the large cast-iron fork 1t, diffel'ent views of vyhich al'e
shown in Plate XI and Fig. 22, Plate XII. The extreme outside width of this fork
is 8t feet; it is of hollow 01' box section, with walls averaging Ii inches thick; it
weighs about :fi ve tons.
Between the two arms of the rork hangs the short round cast-iron section v of
the tube; two 7·inch steel trunnions, having large heads or flanges, are bolted to
this casting, and tUI'l1 in bl'onze beal'ing::; at the upper ends of the fork arms; this
part of the tube is 46 inches long; its inside diameter is 70 inches; its thickness is
1 inch; it is reinforced at top and bottom by flanges. To the lower flange is con·
nected the cell.plate (described in the p.l'eceding chapter) which Clii'l'ies the large
mi1'l'ol' and its support-system.
To the upper flange of the short cast·iron section of the tube is bolted a strong'
cast-iron ring which rOl'ms the lower end of the main or permanent section or the
octag<;>nal skeleton tube; this section is 13 feet 11 inches long, and 6 feet 8 inches
outside (diag~:mal) diameter. It is constl'Ucted or eight 4·inch steel tubes, connected
by strong rings designed to resist compression; diagonal braces, which are connected
together at all intel'sections, greatly increase the rigidity of the structure. This
entire section is so rigid that it can be placed in a large lathe ror facing the ends
parallel to each other, aud for turning a slight I'ecess iu the ends for the purpose of
accurately centering the pal'ts which are to be connected to them.
To the upper end of the permanent section of the skeleton tube can be attached
anyone of three short extension tubes or frames, as desired; two or these are shown
in Plate XI. The lower end of each extension is turned true, with a projecting ring
which fits into the turned recess in the upper end or the permanent section. With
this arrangement the various extensions can be removed and replaced without sen·
sibly affecting the adjustments of the mil'rors and other apparatus which they cany,
with reference to the optical axis of the large mirror.
The extension which is shown in place on the telescope in Plate XI and in Fig.
23, Plate Xil, is the longest one ; it is 6 reet 11 inches long; it is used for all work
at the primary focus of the telescope; it carries the diagonal plane mirror and its
supports, and the eyepiece and double·slide plate-carder. This extension can be
rotated upon the turned end of the permanent section, so that the eyepiece or pho.
tographic apparatus can be brought to the side of the tube which is most con·
venient ror observing or photographing a given object. The diagonal plane mirror
is of the :finest optical glass, is elliptical in ontline, is 15 x 22 inches in size, and is
3t inches thick; it is carried in a strong cast,·iron cell, which is supported frol11 the
skeleton tube by foul' thin steel plates, as shown in Plate Xl. The diagonal plane
mirror is sufficiently large to fully illuminate a field 7 inches in d iametel' at the
primary focus. The double-slide plate-carrier is designed for 6·tr x 8i inch photo.
graphic plates.
•
The other two extensions of the tube, which are only about 2 feet long, are
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employed when the telescope is used as a Cassegrain and as a aoude respectively;
each carries a convex mirror 19 inches in diameter and 3t inches thick, of the finest
optical glass, and of the proper cUl'vature for the purpose desired.
Figs. ::l1 and 25, Plate XII, show the telescope used as a Cassegrain. In these
cases the amount of amplification introduced by the convex minor is about 3t
diameters (see p. 38); the equivalent fooal length is therefore about 87t feet,
and the ratio of aperture to focal length as 1 to 17t. Fig. 24 shows the telescope
as used for direct photography with the double·slide plate.carrier at the secondary
foclIs. In Fig. 25 a spectl'ogl'aph similar to the large Bruce spectrograph of the
Yerkes Obsel'\'atol'y is shown attached to the north side of the short cast·iron sec·
tion of the tube; this affords a most stable base of support for the spectrograph,
at a point where it can be easily counterpoised.
II
Fia's.
use of the telescope as a aouae,. the
o 26 and 27, Plate XII, illustl'ate the
.
curvature of the convex mirror is uow such that the equivalent focal length is
about 125 feet. The cone of rays from the convex mirror strikes a diagonal plane
mirror at the intersection of the polar and declination axes, and is by it reflected
in a con8tant direction, which can be toward either the north or south pole of the
heavens, as desired. This anangement is almost indispensable when extremely
large and powerful spectroscopes and other kinds of physical apparatus are to be
used with the telescope; the focus is now in a constant position, so that such
instruments need not be attached to the telescope, but can be mounted on stationa\'Y piers, in constant tl:'mperature rooms, if desired.
A brief description of the mechanism for quick.motion and slow-motion in
right ascension aull decliriation should be given. These are planned to be entirely
electrical, ~1though hand-motions fire added, to be used in case of an emergency.
Quick.motion in right ascension, both east and west, is given by the reversible
motor 1.0 j this is con nected by geal'ing to the large bevel-gear m through the
medium of an electric clutch y. The bevel.gear m is permanently fixed to the
polar axis. vVhen the switch which stal'ts the motor is thrown in, the electric
clutch y acts, and a lllotio'n of rotation is communicated to the polar axis; this
rotation is only at the rate of 45 degrees per minute; this is sufficient, since
reversal is never necessary; hence very little power is required. The clutch is so"
adjusted that it will slip when even slight undue resistance is encountered. vVhen
the current is shut off from the motor the clutch is )'eleased automatically; the
polar axis is then free fr0111 the motor and gear.train.
Quick-motion in declination is given in a manner entirely similar to that in
right ascension, by a small I'eversible motor attached directly to the large cast·iron
fork; this motor dl'iveR, through the media of a gear.train and an electric clutch,
the toothed sector z, which is permanently fixed to the cast·iron section of the tube.
The driving.clock and 10·foot ,,,"orlll·wheel are" clamped in" to the polar axis,
when desiJ'ed, by the electric clamps j which lock the 10·foot worm·wheel to the
bevel-gear m,. the former is of course free to turn on the polar axis when not thus
clam peel.
'"
Slow·motion in right ascension is given by means of a small reversible motor
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which acts on a set of differelltial gears in the shafting connecting the driving.clock
and the driving. worm. This device is u8etl on the 2·foot reflector and on the
30·inch ccelostat, and is extremely simple and effective.
Slow·motion ill declination is given by means of a small reversible motor
which acts on the long sector attached to the npper trunnion shown in Fig. 22,
Plate XII.
In conclufling this necessarily brief and incomplete description of a model'll
reflector mounting, attentioll should be called to an attachment which is absolutely
indispensable for the best results in direct photography of all celestial objects
requiring long exposure. I refer to the double·slide plate.carrier, by means of
which hand.guiaing or correcting for the incessant small irregular movements of
the image, which are nearly always visible in large telescopes, can be done incom·
parably more accurately and quickly than by any otheJ" means now known. This
device is due to Dr. Common, who described it in Monthly Notices., Vol. 49, p. 297.
In 1900 the writer designed and constructed a small attachment of this kind for
use with the 40·inch refractor and the 2·foot reflector; this attachment and its use
are described in the A8tl'ophY8ical Jom'nal for December 1900, p. 355.
The photograph of the central parts of the Andromeda Nebula (Plate r), was
made by the writer with this small plate·carrier attached to· the 2·foot reflector.
The exposure time in this case waR foUl' hoUl's. The images or the fainter stars on
the original negative are only 2 seconds of al'c in diameter; stars are shown which
are more than a magnitude fainter than the faintest stars which can be detected
visually with the 40·inch refmctor; intricate structure and details are shown in
the nebulosity, which are entirely invisible ,vith the 40·inch refractor and all other
visual instruments, and which have never been photographed before. When it is
remembered that the focal length of the 2-foot refleetol' is only 93 inches, and that
the aperture was in this case reduced to 18 inches, in order to secure a larger field
than is well covered when the full aperture is used, some idea can be gained or
the results which could now be obtained in celestial photogmphy with a modern
reflecting telescope which would compare in size, cost, and refinement of workman·
ship with the great modern refractors.
In Plate XIII is shown the large don hle·slide plate-carrier, taking 8 x 10 inch
plates, which was cOQstructed from the writer's designs in 1901, for nse with the
l
40·inch refractol'; the plate.calTier is here shown connected to the eye.end of the
great telescope. A description of this attachment, together with some photographs
obtained with it, will be found in the Publication8 C!f the Yel'k!es Oose'l'vcdory,
Vo1. II, p. 389.

